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This Bachelors’ thesis deals with financial budget development and analysis for a commis-
sioning entity. The main objective was to identify and evaluate the financial viability of alter-
native modes of operation, analyse the most preferred operating mode, and provide the 
commissioning entity with a toolkit to facilitate independent budgeting and analysis.  
 
The thesis consists of a theory section and an empirical section. The theory section de-
scribes business model canvas, master budget, cost behaviour, and sensitivity analysis, 
income tax and capital requirement theories. The empirical section deals with developing 
deliverables as per thesis’ objectives by describing the modes of operation, creating, and 
evaluating the financial budgets, conducting sensitivity analysis, and creating a budgeting 
toolkit. The toolkit would enable the user to create, maintain, and analyse a financial 
budget. 
 
An interview and discussions with the business owner were primary research methods 
used in this project. Secondary research method in the form of desktop research also used 
to collect and confirm data for budgeting and analysis. The budgeting toolkit and support-
ing user guide were created by using Microsoft Office (Excel and Word respectively). 
 
Two potential modes of operation were identified based on the choice of product delivery 
channel (traditional and online retail shop). A traditional retail shop proved unfeasible due 
to high cost structure and low revenue estimations. An online retail shop showed promising 
results (among other things) with net profit margin projection of 23% and 26% (first and 
second year). Break-even would be reached in the second quarter of the first year if the 
likely scenario holds true. Consequently, commissioning entity was able to rule out an im-
practical implementation (traditional retail shop), get an estimate of the capital (€ 2 720) 
sufficient to run the business under the stated projections. Furthermore, the entity was able 
to identify product groups whose contribution margins and sales mix may create significant 
impact on financial performance if actual sales would be above or below budget 
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1 Introduction 
This chapter introduces a thesis project carried out for a commissioning entity; it contains 
a brief background of the project, its international aspect, objectives, tasks, and resultant 
anticipated benefits for both commissioning entity and thesis writer (herein referred to as 
project manager). The key concepts applied throughout the project are described thereaf-
ter, to provide guidance to the user of the thesis. The theoretical part of this thesis focuses 
on literature review and project implementation design. The empirical part deals with the 
project implementation in line with the project objectives. 
 
1.1 Background 
Entrepreneurship plays a significant role in reducing unemployment and increasing 
productivity in a country’s economy (Reynolds, Storey & Westhead 1994, 343). In times of 
economic crisis, large corporate companies are forced to undertake cost reduction in or-
der to remain competitive and relevant in the markets they operate. Consequent impact of 
such a measure is high unemployment rate and decrease in GDP. 
 
Until recently, Finland has been relying on a few multinationals to drive its economy. In 
year 2000, Nokia, contributed 4 percent of Finland’s GDP (The economist 2013). The 
2008 global economic crisis resulted in operational downsizing of large companies leading 
to unemployment. To counteract this phenomenon, Finnish government created policies 
that supported growth of entrepreneurship to diminish dependency on conglomerates, and 
foster growth in employment and productivity. As a result, many start-up companies have 
been established since. 
 
A sentiment exists that although Finland has many start-up companies, majority do not 
show enduring growth or high performance. (The economist 2013; Autio 2009, 1). There 
are several reasons why start-up companies do not take off successfully or show high 
growth. Some of these reasons are, having wrong product or strategy, unmotivated man-
agement and highly inaccurate forecast in investment and working capital.  
 
Due to such findings above, and personal plans for entrepreneurship, the project manager 
was motivated to apply academic knowledge through thesis process to assist start-up 
businesses in resolving their financial budgeting needs. Through provision of financial 
budgets, the start-up (commissioning entity) can gain financial insight to the viability of 
strategy or business idea. Using the outputs from thesis project, the commissioning entity 
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can proceed to strategy execution or re-evaluation where necessary; hence, solving one 
of the common potential failure points for start-ups. 
 
1.2 Thesis Topic  
The commissioning entity that has collaborated with the project manager requires a finan-
cial budget for alternative business operating modes. These financial budgets would as-
sist in evaluating the viability of planned strategies, determining capital needs, analysing 
the profitability and break-even points, among other things. Furthermore, the budgets may 
be used as templates by the commissioning entity to refine financial data where neces-
sary, in order to re-align the data to any strategic changes that may occur.  
 
Therefore, project objectives have been formulated into a statement below: 
 
“Preparation of budget, sensitivity analysis, budgeting toolkit, and determination of 
capital requirement based on selected operating mode”. 
 
The Project objectives will be achieved through the project tasks below: 
 
− PT 1: to design theoretical framework 
− PT 2: to design implementation method and project timeline 
− PT 3: to identify the possible modes of business operation and their related cost struc-
tures to be factored in the budgeting process  
− PT 4: to prepare a master budget related to identified operating modes, and estimate 
capital needs for the preferred operating mode out of those that were identified. 
− PT 5: to prepare sensitivity analysis and evaluate profitability for selected operating 
mode 
− PT 6: to prepare a budgeting toolkit and training material (user guide) 
 
The relationship between the project tasks, theories, project management methods, and 
outcomes can be seen in an Overlay Matrix below (Table 1). An implementation plan for 
the project tasks mentioned above was prepared using Gantt chart as described in appen-
dix 1. 
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Table 1. Overlay Matrix 
Project Tasks (PT) Theory Project Management 
Method/ tool 
Outcome 
PT 1: to design theoreti-
cal framework 
 
Not  
applicable  
Literature review  
(Secondary research) 
2.1, 2.2, 2.3, 
2.4, 2.5, 2.6,  
 
PT2: to design imple-
mentation method and 
project timelines 
 
Not  
applicable  
Microsoft Project 
Microsoft Visio 
Microsoft Excel 
 
3.1, 3.2, 3.3, 
appendix 1 – 
appendix 2 
 
PT 3: to identify modes 
of business operation 
and cost structure 
 
2.1 Primary research (inter-
view) 
4, appendix 3 
PT4: to prepare a master 
budget and estimate 
capital needs  
 
2.2, 2.3, 
2.4, 2.5 
Primary research (Inter-
view) 
Secondary research 
Documentary analysis 
5, appendix 4 – 
appendix 8 
PT5: to prepare sensitiv-
ity analysis and evaluate 
profitability 
 
2.2, 2.6 Primary research (Inter-
view) 
6, appendix 4 
& appendix 10 
PT6: To prepare budget 
toolkit and user guide 
2.2, 2.3, 
2.4, 2.6 
Secondary research 
Microsoft Excel 
Acrobat Reader 
Microsoft Word 
appendix 11 
 
1.3 Project Scope 
A diagrammatic view of the project scope is as indicated Figure 1 below. The financial 
budget framework (master budget) suitable for merchandize companies will be used in 
this project. Details of capital structure will not be available (incorporated) in the budget 
implementation since decisions on capital sourcing will be finalized in the future. There-
fore, the business owner will require flexibility of incorporating capital structure within the 
master budget once decisions on capital sourcing are completed. Determination of capital 
will therefore provide the business owner with a capital estimate for which a capital struc-
ture can later be determined. The operating modes identified in this project should not be 
confused with scenario planning; instead, they should be viewed as ways of conducting 
business operations for which financial budget is required. Scenario planning is a broader 
subject that aims to provide alternative futures of business environment that would be key 
in guiding strategy (Wade & Wade 2012, 10) and as such, it is out of the project’s scope. 
Financial data that reflect the optimistic and pessimistic scenarios will be provided by the 
business owner, and will be used for determining capital requirements. Information related 
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to stock levels will have to be estimated at this time. The project will not extend to inven-
tory management system although commissioning entity has some few stocks in posses-
sion from test trial phase.  
 
 
Figure 1. Project scope 
 
1.4 International aspect 
The project focuses on assisting a start-up entity, whose line of business is in sales of 
merchandize primarily in Finland. The merchandize will be sourced initially from Scandina-
vian and Baltic countries. Hence, in that aspect, business-operations will involve interac-
tion with key partners in Finland other neighbouring countries.  
 
1.5 Anticipated Benefits 
There are various benefits in undertaking this project to both parties (the commissioning 
entity and the project manager). The commissioning entity will be able determine the via-
bility of alternative modes of operation by evaluating profitability of each, and decide how 
to proceed with planning and/or execution. Additionally, the commissioning entity will have 
a two-year financial budget for the selected mode of operation, which will enable them to 
monitor and control actual business performance, and take corrective measures (if 
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needed) in order to achieve desired results. The budget will also help to put the commis-
sioning entity’s business plan and strategies into perspective by translating them into fi-
nancial information that can be analysed. 
 
The sensitivity analysis will provide the commissioning entity with information on the po-
tential profitability at different price, cost and output levels. Hence, the entity will have 
clear understanding of financial implications of their strategic choices. Additionally, under-
standing the financial contribution (contribution margin) of each of the product groups to-
ward profit generation is important in a business. Information on unit contribution margins 
obtained from sensitivity analysis would enable the commissioning entity to start thinking 
of strategies that would drive-up sales of relatively high-margin products.  
 
One has to have adequate financing to execute a business idea and therefore, one needs 
to estimate amount of capital adequate to operate the business. On that note, the com-
missioning entity will be provided with a capital estimation (including contingent capital) 
adequate to run business operations currently under budget. Additionally, through an easy 
to use budgeting toolkit, the company can make changes to the budget to reflect changes 
in business environment, strategy, and/or resources availability. For instance, the busi-
ness owner can incorporate additional capital information into the budget, make amend-
ments to financial figures, and create new budgets for future periods. Ultimately, results 
from this thesis project will be used by the commissioning entity to drive the execution or 
review of strategy as seen fit. 
 
The project manager will also benefit from the experience of undertaking a comprehensive 
budgeting process for a real business opportunity. Commissioning entity’s business op-
portunity deals with multiple products under more than one business scenario. Such a 
scope will provide the project manager with an opportunity to deal with real-life budgeting 
and implementation challenges/ nuances that would enhance their financial management 
experience. 
 
The project manager (consultant to the commissioning entity) would have to conduct sec-
ondary research to find out possible costs required to run the business and compare with 
the data from the commissioning entity. Any discrepancies will be presented to the entity 
for consideration/ evaluation for possible adoption into the budgeting process. Exposure to 
this process provides the project manager with invaluable experience that will be of bene-
fit in future endeavours of building a career in management accounting and of being an 
entrepreneur. 
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1.6 Key concepts 
Below are key concepts that are pivotal in the implementation of the project: 
 
Break-even point: The sales level at which operating income is zero (Braun, Tietz & Har-
rison 2010, 368). 
 
Budget is a quantitative expression of a proposed plan of action by management and is 
an aid to coordinating what needs to be done to execute that plan (Horngren, Datar & Ra-
jan 2012, 184). 
 
Business Model describes the rationale of how an organization creates, delivers, and 
captures value (Osterwalder & Pigneur 2010, 14). 
 
Contribution Margin is the excess of sales over variable cost of a product or service, 
which is the amount of money available to cover fixed costs and generate profit (Shim, 
Siegel & Shim 2012, 58). 
 
Cost Volume Profit analysis is the process of examining the relationship of total reve-
nue, total costs and operating income resulting from changes sales unit, price, variable 
and fixed costs (Horngren & al. 2012, 85).  
 
Distance selling is the term used to describes supplies of goods from one Member State 
to a person in another Member State where; the customer is not registered for VAT, and 
the supplier is responsible for delivery of the goods (HM Revenue & Customs). 
 
Margin of Safety is the units sold or expected to be sold or revenue earned or expected 
to be earned above the break-even point in units or revenue respectively (Hansen, Mowen 
& Guan 2009, 607). 
 
Master Budget is an expression of management’s operating and financial plans for a 
specified period, including a set of budgeted financial statements (Horngren & al. 2012, 
207). 
 
Relevant range is a band of volume where total fixed costs and variable cost per unit re-
main constant (Braun & al. 2010, 307). 
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Sensitivity Analysis also known as “What-If Scenario” applies different alternatives or 
potential scenarios to the budget model to see their impact to the original data (HBSPress 
& SHRM 2005, 181). 
 
1.7 About Commissioning entity 
Commissioning entity (Circlet and Lines) is a private trader in retail sector, established in 
2014, with plan to sell handmade accessories, and apparel from selective artists/ design-
ers in Finland and other Baltic and Scandinavian countries. The entity has already con-
ducted a sales test run for its merchandize in the Finnish market. Their target market is 
women of from teenage to above 50 (17 – 60 years), with the appreciation of detail and 
beauty of handmade accessories (both wearables and interior decoration). 
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2 Relationship of theories and models to project implementation  
A business plan is a relevant tool that assists new ventures (start-ups) to articulate differ-
ent aspects of a business idea(s) (Barringer 2009, 1). One of those aspects is the descrip-
tion of the process of value creation, deliverance, and capture through business models. 
Business models often set a good foundation for a business plan due to the amount of 
time, work, and thought invested to crate it. (Osterwalder & Pigneur 2010, 268). A finan-
cial plan (budget) on the other hand, supports and rationalizes implementation of business 
ideas by showing whether or not the business can start and continue to operate success-
fully (Barringer 2009, 209). Hence, the financial budget will be developed using master 
budget theory once operating modes have been created. As per figure 2, business model-
ling (Business Model Canvas) is used to describe modes of operation that will be factored 
in the budgeting process. Guided by the top seven blocks of BMC (Figure 3), project man-
ager can build a comprehensive picture of the modes of operation. Remaining two blocks 
of the canvas (Figure 3) provide cost structure and related revenue source(s) that are piv-
otal in supporting identified modes of operation.  
 
Cost behaviour and income tax theories will also be used in developing the financial budg-
ets based on the modes of operation identified through the BMC process. These budgets 
aim to show the viability of operating modes and as such, in phase one (figure 2), debt 
and equity will not be structured into the budget in its entirety. Capital determination, cost 
behaviour and sensitivity analysis theories (phase two) would be applied to the budget in-
formation of the chosen mode of operation in order to produce capital estimation, break 
even sales and margin of safety. Ultimately, the project manager will deliver a master 
budget, estimated capital value, sensitivity analysis for the chosen operating mode, and a 
budgeting tool supported by a user guide that would enable the owner in future planning; 
for example, incorporating debt and equity structure into the business. 
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Figure 2. Relationship of models and theories to project implementation 
 
2.1 Determination of operating modes through Business Model Canvas 
Businesses must decide on their mode of operation (business model) in order to facilitate 
planning process. The planning process entails articulating goals or objectives, identifying 
alternatives for accomplishing those goals and ultimately deciding on one or more alterna-
tives. The chosen alternatives would determine the business operation direction including 
the content of budget. (HBSPress & SHRM 2012, 158). The concept of business models 
is not only used by start-up companies; well-established companies review and create 
new business models that run parallel to existing ones, in order to create new markets 
and/or sustain growth in challenging market (Markides & Oyon 2010, 25).  
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Business Model Canvas 
Business Model Canvas (Figure 3) is one of many tools used in articulating business mod-
els. It is known for its application versatility, which allows users in different business envi-
ronments to resolve a variety of needs. Some organisations have used the tool for differ-
ent activities such as; for strategy discussions, for conversion of business plans to busi-
ness processes, for conveying business idea, for clarifying details relating to business op-
erations and conducting personal assessment of employability. This shows that the ap-
plicability of BMC is limitless, which gives users the flexibility of employing it in situations 
where they think it would add the most value. (Osterwalder & Pigneur 2010, 13 & 50-51). 
 
 
Figure 3. Business Model Canvas Osterwalder & Pigneur 2010, 19-42 
 
According to Osterwalder & Pigneur (2010, 19-42), the model is made up of nine building 
blocks namely; customer segments, value proposition, channel, customer relationships, 
revenue streams, key resources, key activities, key partnerships, and cost structure. The 
blocks help to describe the key business elements relevant to value creation, delivery, and 
capture.  
 
Customer segments are customer groups (individuals or companies) for which a busi-
ness creates value. They can be categorized based on similarity of their needs, size, be-
haviour, service approach, revenue they generate and/or other characteristics. Regard-
less of the number of segments a company has, a careful selection of target-customer 
segments must be performed. A business model should be based on customer segments 
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with the most relevance so that company resources may be effectively used. (Osterwalder 
& Pigneur 2010, 20-21). 
 
Value proposition is a combination of products and/or services tailored to deliver value to 
a specific customer segment. Different customer segments in different businesses or in-
dustries may perceive value differently (example, affordability maybe perceived to be a 
great value in online airline booking service but not in private banking, where service ex-
clusivity and quality may be of more value). Values such as product/service affordability, 
design, high performance, accessibility, customization, enabling convenience and effi-
ciency to customers and so on, may be combined differently to form different value propo-
sitions for customers. (Osterwalder & Pigneur 2010, 22-25). 
 
Channels are considered as vehicles of delivery and communication of value proposition 
to customer segments. According to Osterwalder & Pigneur (2010, 27), channels are cate-
gorized into five stages: 
 
 Awareness stage (channels that provide product and/or service information to cus-
tomers) 
 Evaluation stage (channels that enable customers to assess the value proposition) 
 Purchase stage (channels that enable customers to purchase products and/or ser-
vices) 
 Delivery stage (channels that enable delivery of value proposition to customers) 
 After sales (channels that enable the provision of after sales support) 
 
Customer relationships focus on establishing and facilitating strategic relationships with 
customer segments within a business. Such strategic relationships enable businesses to 
increase customer loyalty/retention and satisfaction, increase market penetration and/or 
efficiency. Businesses should anticipate customer relationship expectations of their seg-
ments and aim to fulfil them in order to achieve desired value. These relationships may be 
through personal or dedicated assistance, co-creation of services with customer, online 
communities (social media), or implementation of self-service or automated services. In all 
these methods, businesses are able to be in touch with their customers by email corre-
spondence, face-to-face meetings, involving them in value creation, learning and respond-
ing to their concerns opinions and potential needs. (Osterwalder & Pigneur 2010, 28-29). 
 
Revenue streams are ways in which a business can generate cash from its customer 
segment(s). They also play a pivotal role in rationalizing the business’ existence because 
they provide income and returns to shareholders/founders. Depending on the nature of a 
business, revenue streams may come from asset sale (product/service, which is common 
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to most businesses), leasing (aircraft), subscription (online games/movies), rental (apart-
ments), advertising (newspapers, search engines) usage (hotels) and brokerage fees (real 
state and credit card companies) and so on. A company may have one or more sources of 
revenue for its customer segments. (Osterwalder & Pigneur 2010, 30-33). 
 
Key resources enable businesses to create and deliver value to its customer segments 
while capturing value for its shareholders/founders. There are many types of resources, 
some of which are physical (buildings and machines), human, intellectual (knowledge, pa-
tents, copyrights, information), and financial (loans). Some of these resources are key to 
businesses in specific industries than others, for example, patents and machinery for tech-
nology and manufacturing industries respectively. This implies that a start-up may also 
have a unique structure of resources depending on their objectives. (Osterwalder & 
Pigneur 2010, 34-35). 
 
Key activities are actions that a business must take to create a value proposition and 
support the entire business model. Like key resources, they differ depending on the indus-
try in which a business operates. For example, businesses in retail industry may have key 
activities such as sales, promotion, after sales support and others, while businesses in 
service industry such as hotels, may need activities such as sales and reservations, trans-
portation, and management among others. (Osterwalder & Pigneur 2010, 36-37). 
  
Key partnerships are strategic relationships with suppliers and partners that make the 
business model function. These partnerships may be forged with different motives such as 
to protect and/or expand market, acquire and/or maintain stable supply of resources. Due 
to these motives, businesses enter into different kinds of partnerships such as supplier-
buyer relationships, strategic alliances joint ventures and others. (Osterwalder & Pigneur 
2010, 38-39). 
 
Cost structure of a business model is made up of variable and fixed costs that need to 
be/ have been incurred in running a business. Costs related to running/maintaining each 
aspect of the business model (represented by the nine blocks of BMC) should be deduced 
in order to gain a complete picture of the cost of operation. Some businesses are more 
concerned with value production than cost reduction, for example, companies with re-
search and development functions. However, it is still important for businesses to under-
stand which key resources and/or activities attract most costs and where possible, look for 
ways to reduce them, especially in such times of economic crisis where there is often little/ 
no opportunity for market growth. (Osterwalder & Pigneur 2010, 40). 
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2.2 Cost behaviours and their implication to business 
Having an understanding of a business profitability at different sales levels requires a 
clear knowledge of a business’ cost structure. This knowledge can be achieved by analys-
ing the attributes/behaviours of each cost item that make up the cost structure (Walther & 
Skousen 2009, 37). Additionally, Braun & al. (2010, 300 & 312) state that knowledge of 
cost behaviours coupled with one’s judgement would enable accurate classification of 
costs. They continue to identify three common cost behaviours namely, variable, fixed, 
and mixed costs. 
 
Variable costs normally vary in direct proportion to changes in volume, which implies that 
there are no variable costs in the absence of volume of activity (Figure 4 A); and that vari-
able costs increase at the same rate as the production/sales volume. Due to that, the vari-
able cost per unit remains constant as the volume changes (Figure 4 B). (Braun & al. 
2010, 300-301). 
 
 
Figure 4. Variable cost behaviour 
 
Fixed costs do not change regardless of the wide range of change in volume. These 
costs will be incurred even at zero volumes of sales or production (Figure 5 A). Conse-
quently, the unit fixed cost decreases but never reaches zero, as volume increases, as 
seen in Figure 5 B. (Braun & al. 2010, 303-304). 
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Figure 5. Fixed cost behaviour 
 
However, the above cost behaviours can hold true if the level of activities is within a rele-
vant range. Relevant range may be exceeded if an existing cost structure of a business no 
longer supports its growth due increase in level of activities; for example, an increase in 
sales volume that would justify increasing human resources (sales persons). In such a 
scenario, the business would need to incur additional costs both fixed and variable in or-
der to support new activity levels. This would cause it to operate in a new relevant range, 
with different constant values for total fixed cost and variable cost per unit. One has to be 
aware of relevant range(s) in a business operation in order to forecast costs accurately. 
(Braun & al. 2010, 307-309). 
 
Mixed costs normally contain both a variable and fixed component (Figure 6). As a result, 
total mixed costs do not vary in direct proportion to volume (they do not exhibit the same 
behaviour as variable costs do). Business may incur both a fixed cost portion regardless 
of volume of activity, and unit cost for each volume of activity (utility costs for example) 
 
 
Figure 6. Mixed cost behaviour 
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Cost implication to a business 
Proportions of fixed and variable costs in a business’ cost structure have an impact on 
profitability. It is often challenging for businesses with inherently fixed cost structures to 
generate profits during low sales seasons due to challenges in covering their fixed costs. 
In high seasons however, such businesses can generate high profits because costs do 
not rise as much with the increase in sales volume. As a result, the profitability of such 
businesses is often impacted by sales fluctuations. Airline companies are a good example 
of such businesses. Businesses strive to stabilize profit fluctuations through cost restruc-
turing (changing fixed costs to variable costs), in order to have more stable profits relative 
to their sales. Some industries try to achieve profit stability by outsourcing aspects of their 
operations where they can be charged according to usage, in an attempt to create a rela-
tively stable flow of income to sales. However, since businesses normally differ in opera-
tions and cost structures, emphasis is placed in understanding their inherent cost struc-
tures before attempting to optimize costs. (Walther & Skousen 2009, 37).  
 
2.3 Budgeting through Master Budget 
Budgeting is a planning process an organisation undertakes to increase the chances of 
timely and efficiently attaining its strategic objectives. Once strategic objectives are trans-
lated into plans, an organisation can then deduce estimates on resources, costs and an-
ticipated returns in form of a budget. (HBSPress & SHRM 2005, 157). One may question if 
budgeting and forecasting are the same thing, but Wyatt (2012, 23) clarifies this by stating 
that budgeting and forecasting are different processes and that forecasting facilitates 
budgeting process. For example, forecast on sales are needed to prepare a budget.  
 
Functions of a budget 
Budget plays several roles within an organisation. HBSPress &SHRM (2005, 157) and 
Braun & al. (2010, 478) describe similar roles of budget, but use different categorization. 
These roles are (Figure 7): 
 
− To encourage planning process 
− To facilitate communication and coordination 
− To allow benchmarking 
 
 
Figure 7. Budget functions (HBSPress & SHRM 2005, 157-160; Braun & al. 2010, 478) 
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Encourages planning 
Budgeting process encourages an organisation not to focus only on daily running of busi-
ness operations but also on planning for future business activities (Braun & al. 2010, 478). 
Prior to budget preparation, organisations often engage in planning, whereby they set tar-
gets, find alternative ways of achieving them, and conduct cost and benefit analyses on 
the alternatives before selecting the best ones that will provide direction to their business 
operations and budgeting processes. Planning process normally continues through the 
budgeting phase where organisations decide how resources and costs will be used and 
incurred respectively, in order to achieve desired strategic objectives. (HBSPress & 
SHRM 2005, 158). Braun & al. (2010, 478) acknowledge that planning increases the prob-
ability of achieving goals that have been set. 
 
Communication and Coordination 
In a budgeting process, each unit/department may have respective targets and resource 
requirements to facilitate achievement of their targets. Information on the targets and re-
quirements from the units/departments need to be merged and harmonized in order to 
align to the overall objectives of an organisation. (HBSPress & SHRM 2005, 159). Wyatt 
(2012, 15) argues, “Budget itself is a form of communication”. Through a budget, employ-
ees are informed of plans and objectives of the organisation; and management as well are 
able to understand the potential financial impact that each unit/department creates in at-
taining the overall set objectives (Shim & al. 2012, 15).  
 
Benchmarking – Progress monitoring and performance evaluation and motivation 
Organisations can use budgets as benchmarks for progress monitoring and performance 
evaluations in order to increase probability of attaining their objectives. Therefore, it is im-
portant such organisations to prepare realistic budget figures so that meaningful perfor-
mance variance analyses (variation of actual numbers against budget) can be conducted. 
Such performance variance analyses facilitate realistic performance evaluations and per-
formance monitoring through early detection of problems that impede achievement of set 
goals (Shim & al. 2012, 17, 20). 
 
A budget can motivate managers/individual units to perform well provided the targets set 
are challenging, realistic and attainable. Otherwise, the managers will be frustrated and 
demotivated (Braun & al. 2012, 478). It is believed that employees at lower levels in or-
ganisations would most likely take ownership of their budget performances and be in-
spired to achieve them if management involve the employees in the budgeting process. 
(Shim & al. 2012, 23). Wyatt (2012, 10) cautions that a budget should not be used as a 
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sole tool for motivation and performance measurement. He believes that other Key Perfor-
mance Indicators (KPIs) should also be factored to achieve a balance. Failure to that, em-
ployees particularly managers, may focus mainly on negotiating and attaining their individ-
ual budgets to the detriment of the organisation as a whole.  
 
Approaches to budgeting 
Wyatt (2012, 84) explains that there are three approaches to budgeting process namely, 
incremental, zero based and activity based budgeting. There are pros and cons to each of 
these approaches. An Incremental budgeting process allows budget prepares to amend 
previous year’s budget to accommodate expectation of current year. It is the most pre-
ferred method due to its simplicity in preparation; however, it assumes that assumptions 
used to prepare the previous budget still apply to current year, which may not be as accu-
rate in every situation. Additionally, since budgets are not based on a yearly plan, manag-
ers tend stringently use their budgets in early quarters of the year in order to create re-
serve amount as contingency. The managers would then race to fully utilize their budgets 
before end of the year, for fear of facing cuts on unutilized portions of their budgets, which 
otherwise, should form a basis for following year’s budget. This implies that budgets are 
not efficiently used, and distortions on spending patterns emerge as a result. (Wyatt 2012, 
85). 
 
Zero based budgeting approach is the opposite of incremental approach. In zero-based 
budgeting, each line item in a budget has to be re-justified in every period of budget. This 
method tends to demand significant amount of time and resources for the budget prepara-
tion process, sometimes to the detriment of actual productivity. Hence, users of this ap-
proach sometimes may be tempted to base some of their costs from previous years in or-
der to reduce complexity and shorten the process. Due to this, it is believed that by merg-
ing two of the above approaches, a more beneficial compromise may be achieved, where 
budgets can be prepared on incremental basis and reviewed periodically from scratch. 
This would ensure that each line item in the budget is reflective of current business opera-
tions. (Wyatt 2012, 86). 
 
Activity based budgeting is another approach that originates from the activity based cost-
ing methodology advocated by Professor Kaplan of Harvard Business School in 1980’s. 
This implies that an activity based cost budget is formulated based on the organisation’s 
current activity based cost data. This approach is not very common since very few organi-
sations apply activity based costing; hence, only few organisations may have the data that 
can produce budgets in that format. Even though this approach is unpopular, budget pre-
pares should use the activity based mentality in their budget preparation. Meaning, they 
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should plan activities to be conducted in the budget year, make trade-offs between activi-
ties or investigate cost effective ways undertaking planned activities in order to operate 
within the budget. (Wyatt 2012, 86). 
 
Whichever budgeting approach is used, the budgeting process has to commence in a 
timely manner to allow continuous business operation. Braun & al. (2012, 477) explain 
that some organisations tend to start the next year’s budgeting process during the last two 
quarters of the current year, while other organisations prefer to have a rolling budget. A 
rolling budget is updated on a monthly basis to span twelve months. 
 
Master Budget 
A master budget is an all-inclusive action plan for a business. It provides a comprehensive 
picture of financial and operational budgets of a business through consolidation of budg-
ets of various units/departments throughout its operations. (HBSPress &SHRM 2005, 
164). The master budget is made up of logically consolidated budget components that fa-
cilitate preparation of budgeted financial statements. Its’ complexity varies depending on 
whether it is prepared for a business operating in manufacturing, merchandising or service 
sector. The master budget formats for merchandise and service companies are relatively 
less complex compared to that of a manufacturing company (Braun & al. 2010, 479). 
 
 
Figure 8. Master budget for merchandising company 
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As seen in Figure 8 above, a merchandise master budget consists of two main budgets 
referred as operating and financial budgets. Each of these budgets contains individual 
budget components as detailed below. 
 
An Operating budget is required to run daily operations of an organisation (Braun & al. 
2010, 479). Merchandizing master budget follows the same format as that of a manufac-
turing company, with the exception of a cost of goods sold, inventory and purchases 
budget, which replaces the production, direct materials, direct labour and manufacturing 
overhead budgets (Braun & al. 2010, 504). Consequently, a merchandizing operating 
budget consists of four budget components (Figure 8) namely, sales budget, cost of 
goods sold, inventory and purchases budget, operating budget, and budgeted income 
statement. 
 
Sales budget is a starting point of a master budget, which establishes a connection be-
tween strategic plans and action plan. The sales budget influences almost all aspects of a 
master budget preparation. (Braun & al. 2010, 480; Shim & al. 2012, 99). As a result, prior 
consideration should be given to factors such as company objectives, market availability, 
seasonality, and start-up capital availability before budget preparation can take place 
(Madegowda 2007, 423). Shim & al. (2012, 99) state that total sales budget should be ex-
pressed both in quantity and value. The anticipated total sales can be referred to as pro-
jected sales, break-even point sales, or target income sales, depending on the company’s 
intent for that particular budget (to develop budget for projected income, break-even point 
or target income). 
 
Cost of goods sold (COGS), inventory, and purchases budget derives the value of inven-
tory and purchases required to sustain the budgeted sales as shown in Figure 9. How-
ever, minimum ending inventory (desired ending inventory) should be estimated in order 
to facilitate continued sales in case of delays in the delivery of new inventory. Therefore, 
an estimated total inventory required to cover sales of a specific period can be calculated 
by adding the actual cost of goods sold (COGS) to the estimated minimum ending inven-
tory for that period (desired ending inventory). The opening inventory (beginning inven-
tory) should be subtracted from the total value of inventory required in order to get the ac-
tual value of inventory to be purchased. (Braun & al 2010, 504). In a budgeting process, 
the desired ending inventory of one period is the beginning inventory of the next period 
(Braun & al 2010, 482). COGS can be expressed as a percentage of sales; therefore, it 
simplifies the adjustment of COGS value to changes in sales value, which consequently 
simplifies the budgeting process; meaning, any sales revenue changes in the sales 
budget would require corresponding adjustment(s) to the COGS value(s). 
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Figure 9. Formula for COGS, Inventory and Purchases Budget (Braun & al. 2010, 504; 
Shim & al. 2012 102) 
 
Operating expenses budget in the merchandizing sector consists of all costs related to 
product selling and administrative activities of the business (Shim & al. 2012, 107).  
 
Budgeted income statement is a summary of the preceding budget components (sales 
budget, COGS, inventory, and purchases budget, and operating expenses budget). Gross 
profit is attained calculating the difference between sales budget figure(s) and COGS fig-
ure (s), originating from the sales and COGS, inventory, and purchases budgets respec-
tively. Operating expenses originating from the operating expenses budget should be de-
ducted from gross profit to produce a budgeted operating income. The budgeted income 
statement’s format is similar to that of a standard income statement with the exception of 
its focus on operating income instead of net income. However, if preferred, net income 
can be shown by including provisional tax expenses and interest expenses or income. 
(Shim & al. 2012, 111; Braun & al. 2010, 486). 
 
Financial Budget allows an organisation to determine its future assets, liabilities, and eq-
uity through the preparation of three budget components namely, capital expenditure, 
cash budget and budgeted balance sheet (Braun & al. 2010, 480).  
 
A Capital expenditure budget details planned investments in property plant and equipment 
(Braun & al. 2010, 480). A Cash Budget on the other hand is responsible for detailing the 
amount and timing of cash inflows and outflows of an organisation in order to facilitate bet-
ter planning and control of business activities (Scarborough 2011, 390). Through a cash 
budget, an organisation can determine whether there is a need to invest excess cash or 
borrow funds to meet operational obligations in case of a cash deficit (Braun & al. 2010, 
480). Taylor (2002, 93) explains that if an organisation is/ plans to be registered for VAT, 
then it will have factor VAT in its cash budget or cash flow in order to show accurate val-
ues of cash inflows and outflows. 
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According to Shim & al. (2012, 6), the combined cash budget normally has four sections: 
 
− Collection section: which shows beginning cash balance, cash collections from sales 
revenue, and other sources. 
− Payment section: shows cash payments which are subtracted from cash collection 
amounts to determine ending cash balance prior to financing 
− Cash deficit or surplus section: displays the ending balance as a negative or positive 
figure respectively. 
− Financing section: in which borrowing and repayment amounts are shown according 
to the financing needs and decisions done by the organisation. 
 
Adherence to deadlines in payments is essential especially for transactions that bear pen-
alties for late settlement. Finland mandates timely payment of tax obligations whereby fail-
ure to meet such deadlines attracts penalties, for example, late filing of income tax (VERO 
2014a). Some of the due dates crucial in budget preparation: 
 
− VAT payments: can be paid on the 12th of the second month following the taxable 
month, quarterly, yearly depending on turnover or agreed period of reporting (VERO 
2010, VERO 2015c). 
− VAT refunds: these are refunded immediately after completion of processing of filed 
tax. Default due date is the 12th of the following month (VERO 2014b). 
− Employee pension (TyEL) and contributions: due date is 20th of the next month follow-
ing payroll month (Elo 2015, 4; VERO 2015a) 
− Self-employment pension (YEL): due date 20th day of the month; however, flexible 
payment plan may be organised if required (Etera 2015). 
− Income tax: payments can be done in two, three, six, or twelve instalments if the an-
nual tax amounts are in the range of € 170 - € 500, € 501 - € 1 700, € 1701 – € 10 
000 or € 10 000 onwards (VERO 2014c) 
 
Budgeted Balance Sheet enables an organisation to have an overview of the future finan-
cial position of a company whereby estimated resources and liabilities for the future pe-
riod(s) can be determined. Using such estimates, management can calculate various po-
tential financial potential ratios, which may give negative financial outlook that the organi-
sation may want to avoid. Additionally, a balanced balance sheet serves as an accuracy 
measurement for other budget components (Shim & al. 2012, 111). 
 
2.4 Income tax for a private entrepreneur 
A private entrepreneur (self-employed person) bears financial risks and responsibilities for 
their business commitments. Therefore, unlike a limited liability entity, the entrepreneur 
(owner) and their business are considered as a single entity. Consequently, self-employed 
entrepreneurs have different tax obligations compared to legal entities. (Enterprise Fin-
land). 
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The private entrepreneur is obliged to pay taxes on income from their business and other 
sources such as investments, asset sales, or employment (salary). The taxes can be in 
form of capital and earned income taxes or only earned income taxes, depending on pref-
erence. The private entrepreneur must follow the steps below in order to calculate their 
tax obligations (Figure 10): 
 
− Identify the taxable income from business venture 
− Calculate the net asset, which is the difference between total assets and total liabili-
ties of the business. Details of previous year’s financial position would be used to cal-
culate the net asset for an existing business venture, while for a start-up, financial de-
tails of the first year (as of the last day of the year of foundation) would be used in-
stead 
− Add 30 percent of the business’ payroll value to the net asset in order to calculate the 
basis value for a capital income portion. This aspect would be ignored if the entrepre-
neur does not have employees 
− Decide whether to calculate a capital income portion as 20 percent, 10 percent, or 0 
percent of the basis for capital income portion. 0 percent means that the entire taxa-
ble income would be taxed as earned income along with the entrepreneur’s income 
from other sources 
− For example, if a rate of 20 percent were chosen for calculation of the capital income 
portion, the result from that calculation would be subtracted from the taxable income 
to get an earned-income portion. The same would be repeated if the entrepreneur 
prefers to use a 10 percent rate. 
− The capital income portion would be taxed a flat rate of 30 percent if it does not ex-
ceed € 30 000, and 33 percent for the portion exceeding € 30 000 
− The earned income portion from the business and other sources would be taxed at a 
progressive tax rate determined by the tax authorities. 
(VERO 2015b; Finnish Enterprise Agencies 2015, 38-39). 
 
 
Figure 10. Sample calculation of income tax for private entrepreneur (Arkima 2015, 12-13) 
 
On a yearly basis, the private entrepreneur has the right to review and change the per-
centage rate of capital income portion (between 20, 10 and 0 percent) as seen fit. The 
change would be implemented through a notification form to the tax authorities before the 
end of the year. A progressive tax rate can be estimated using an online tax calculator 
(VERO 2015b; VERO). 
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2.5 Capital determination 
A new business often faces a crucial challenge of determining sufficient amount of capital 
to run their business operations. Although it is impossible to ascertain the exact cash re-
quirement, realistic estimates based on the financial budgets can be created. Such esti-
mates would be achieved by preparing the optimistic, pessimistic, and likely financial 
budget scenarios for the business. The scenarios would be used to calculate an estimated 
capital and a contingency capital, should the business fail to achieve its planned (likely) 
scenario. (Stancill 1986, 122). 
 
Cash budget, a component in a financial budgeting, is pivotal in determining the capital re-
quired for a business. Using the cash budget, the highest negative ending cash balance 
for the likely scenario would be qualified as the capital amount required for the business. 
Contingent capital on the other hand would be determined by calculating the difference 
between the highest negative ending cash balance of likely and pessimistic scenarios, 
and likely and optimistic scenarios. Whichever of the above that produces the highest dif-
ference (difference between either likely and pessimistic scenarios, or likely and optimistic 
scenarios), its value would be qualified as contingent capital. Identifying the extent of capi-
tal required to run the business, enables it to effectively plan for availability of cash re-
source when needed. (Stancill 1986, 136 & 139).  
 
For example, if the likely scenario has the highest negative-ending cash balance of € 
846,063 while the optimistic and pessimistic scenarios have the highest negative-ending 
cash balances of € 1,052,289 and € 859,756 respectively, capital requirements in this 
case would be approximately € 850,000 (846,063) in estimated capital and € 200,000 
(206,226) in contingency capital. The difference between the likely and optimistic scenar-
ios (€ 206,226) is much higher than the difference between the likely and pessimistic sce-
narios (€ 13,693). When determining capital needs, estimating down to the last cent/euro 
would be unrealistic and misleading. Therefore, it is important to round off the figures to 
avoid specious accuracy. (Stancill 1986, 138). 
 
2.6 Sensitivity analysis 
As a business manager, one needs to be prepared for changes in business environment, 
which would trigger change in pricing and costs among other things. In order to prepare, 
the manager needs to anticipate the impact of such changes on sales volume, pricing, 
and costs; and assess the resultant profitability using a Cost Volume Profit (CVP) analysis 
(Braun & al. 2010, 376).  
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CVP analysis is not without limitations, and as such, the resultant calculations have to be 
considered as estimates under the following assumptions: 
 
− Volume is the only factor that influences costs. Other factors such as inflation, effi-
ciency, capacity are not considered. 
− Costs can always be clearly separated into variable and fixed costs 
− Costs are linear through relevant rage of volume 
− Revenues will remain linear through relevant range of volume (sales price is constant) 
− Proportions of products that make total sales (sales mix) should always be constant, 
since any change would affect profitability, particularly in situations where the prod-
ucts involved have different contribution margins 
− Inventory levels remain the same 
(Braun & al. 2010, 364). 
 
CVP analysis allows a business manager to make changes to pricing strategies, products 
offering, and cost structure in order to optimise profits, within an anticipated business con-
dition(s). CVP as a tool relies on the relationships between pricing, sales volume, variable 
cost, fixed costs and product mix in determining a target profit or break-even point. 
Through these relationships, any of the five components (price, volume, fixed & variable 
cost or profit) can be calculated if data for the remaining four components is available 
(Braun & al. 2010, 376; Walther & Skousen 2009, 50). 
 
Contribution margin 
Contribution margin is normally determined by subtracting variable costs from sales reve-
nue. The margin contributes in covering fixed costs and generating operating income for 
the business. Therefore, through the contribution margin, profits made by sales, prior to 
the consideration of fixed costs can be identified. This margin may be presented as a per-
unit measure, a ratio, or an aggregate data. However, managers often state the contribu-
tion margin as a ratio, percentage, or per unit measure. A unit contribution margin is the 
difference between the product’s selling price and its unit variable cost; while a contribu-
tion margin ratio is the sales revenue percentage that is available for covering fixed costs 
and generating profit, obtained as a ratio of contribution margin to sales revenue (Braun & 
al. 2010, 366-367; Walther & Skousen 2009, 50). 
 
Break-even point and margin of safety 
Break-even is the point in which sales levels generate neither profit nor loss for the busi-
ness (zero operating income). This information enables business managers to make deci-
sions that would influence the increase in sales revenue order to generate profits that 
would achieve and surpass the break-even point. The break-even point can be calculated 
in terms of units or sales revenue, depending on the preference or nature of the business. 
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Retail businesses in particular, often deal with many types of products; therefore, calculat-
ing the break-even point in terms of sales revenue rather than units would be beneficial. 
(Braun & al. 2010, 368 & 382-383). 
 
Braun & al. (2010, 368-370) state that the break-even point can be calculated using a con-
tribution-margin income statement approach, where unit contribution margin and contribu-
tion margin ratios are used to calculate the break-even point in units and in sales revenue 
respectively, as seen in formulas below 
 
Contribution-margin income statement: 
 
Sales Revenue − Variable Cost − Fixed Cost = Operating Income 
 
(
Sales price
 per unit
× Unit sold) − (
Variable cost
 per unit
× Unit sold) − Fixed cost = Operating inc. 
Unit sold (
Sales price
 per unit
−
Variable cost
 per unit
) − Fixed cost = Operating inc. 
Unit sold × contribution margin per unit − Fixed cost = Operating inc. 
 
Use of unit contribution margin in determining the break-even point in units: 
 
Unit sold × Contribution margin per unit = Fixed cost 
Unit sold =
Fixed cost
Contribution margin per unit
 
 
Use of contribution margin ratio in determining the break-even point in sales: 
 
(Sales Revenue − Variable Cost) − Fixed Cost = Operating Income 
Contribution margin − Fixed Cost = 0 
but, Contribution margin ratio =
Contribution margin 
Sales revenue
  
Contribution margin ratio × Sales revenue = Fixed cost 
Sales revenue =
Fixed cost
Contribution margin ratio
 
 
Braun & al. (2010, 381-383) continue to state that, for businesses that sell more than one 
product, a weighted average contribution margin per unit or weighted average contribution 
margin ratio should be used in place of contribution margin per unit and contribution ratio 
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respectively. The weighted average contribution margin per unit is a ratio of the total con-
tribution margin to the total number of sales units, while the weighted-average contribution 
margin ratio (WACMR) is derived by dividing the total contribution margin by the total 
sales revenue. Therefore, the break-even formula in sales revenue and sales units would 
be expressed as seen below: 
 
Breakeven sales revenue =
Fixed cost
Weighted average contribution margin ratio(WACMR)
 
 
Breakeven sales units =
Fixed cost
Weighted average contribution margin per unit(WACM)
  
 
Margin of safety is the extent to which the sales exceed the break-even point. Mathemati-
cally, it is derived by subtracting the break-even point (in unit or sales) from the excess 
sales or target sales (in unit or sales) respectively. It is important to determine this buffer 
(margin or safety), in order to understand the extent to which the sales can decline without 
incurring a loss. A business with a high margin of safety (high buffer against loss) is con-
sidered as a less risky venture because a slight negative sales variance may not severely 
affect the business’s bottom-line. Hence, the margin of safety can be a risk indicator for 
existing and new businesses (Braun & al. 2010, 384-385; Walther & Skousen 2009, 54) 
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3 Design of project implementation  
The project implementation design involves three main phases as indicated in figure 11; 
the first phase relates to setting up budget framework. This includes selection of theory to 
support implementation, and using one of the theories to conduct a comprehensive elicita-
tion of information related to operating modes and the overall budget. The information col-
lected will be used in implementation of PT 3, by building a picture of the modes of opera-
tion and organising related financial data for budgeting process. Second phase focuses on 
development where outputs from phase one will be used to develop related budgets and 
determine capital requirements (PT 4), and conduct sensitivity analysis (PT 5). Microsoft 
Excel application and outputs from second phase will be used to develop the budgeting 
toolkit (PT 6).  
 
 
Figure 11. Project implementation design 
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3.1 Rationale for the approach selected  
Initial data collection for this project will be conducted through qualitative method due to 
the nature of data required (a combination of text and numerical data for use in develop-
ment of modes of operations, budgets, and sensitivity analysis). Quantitative method is 
not appropriate for the project since the data gathered would not be statistically analysed. 
 
A form of semi-structured, face-to-face or telephone interview technique would be used. A 
telephone interview may be used as an alternative method, should there be challenges in 
physical availability of interviewee. The interview is categorized as semi-structured since it 
is based on pre-defined questions formulated using the BMC as a guiding tool (appendix 
2). The BMC categories provide themes for the interview process (in form of nine building 
blocks) that will allow the project manager (interviewer) to gain in-depth understanding of 
alternative modes of operation under consideration. Furthermore, the themes from the 
BMC cover all aspects of the business that help in providing a comprehensive picture of 
anticipated operations. There is a chance that in the planning process, the business 
owner may overlook critical aspect(s) of business operation that could affect financial 
budget formulation. In such situations, BMC-themed questionnaire ensures that such as-
pects are covered and brought to light for the business owner to take into consideration. 
 
Osterwalder & Pigneur (2010, 40) state that costs related to running/maintaining a busi-
ness model (represented by the nine blocks of BMC) should be deduced in order to gain a 
complete picture of the cost of operation. Therefore, the big picture of the business’ opera-
tions (operating modes) would help identify all possible costs, particularly the hidden costs 
(those not featured in the business’s cost data). Such costs if identified will have to be 
evaluated and/or implemented. In reference to Bell (2010, 161), versatility of interview 
technique provides interviewer with opportunity to probe and expound on ideas introduced 
by interviewee by asking follow up questions in order to investigate motives and emotions 
where applicable. Therefore, a BMC-themed interview would also trigger critical thinking 
and evaluation of alternatives by the commissioning entity, which is beneficial to a com-
missioning entity at the business planning stage. 
 
3.2 Information and informant(s) 
Financial management data such as sales projections, costs, and formulated alternatives 
of operation are required to facilitate the implementation of the project. The business 
owner would be the right person to provide such data/ information since they are involved 
in formulating business strategy; which is the source of all data/ information needed for 
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the project. Business owner can provide a holistic view of the business, which is instru-
mental to the creation of a comprehensive budget and analysis. Due to the business’s 
size, information that would be obtained from the business owner, and potentially from key 
partners (quotations for review by the business owner), would be enough to provide the 
required data for the project. 
 
The project is an integral part of the commissioning entity’s business plan. It will enable 
the entity to make a financial evaluation of the business plan’s viability, and have the abil-
ity to make changes to the budget in the future through a tool. The entity is motivated 
enough to collaborate in the completion and delivery of the project. Hence, no additional 
motivation is required other than showing professionalism in project implementation pro-
cess (adherence to timeline and, frequent feedback/up-date on the project in situations 
where there would be a deviation from the timeline). Consequently, the commissioning en-
tity will be assured of the project manager’s control of the process regardless of the inevi-
table changes in circumstances that may affect the set schedule. 
 
3.3 Interview themes 
Themes covered in the questionnaire are guided by the nine building blocks of the BMC 
(appendix 2). These themes are:  
 
− Key partners 
− Key activities 
− Key resources  
− Channels (preferred method value proposition delivery) 
− Customer segment(s) (type of clientele targeted) 
− Customer relationship (preferred method of relationship management and commu-
nication with customer segment(s)) 
− Cost structure (intended to support the operations identified through the first six 
building blocks mentioned above) 
− Revenue streams (expected from operations identified through the first six building 
blocks mentioned above) 
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4 Modes of Operation and cost structure 
Through an interview and discussions carried out between business owner and project 
manager, two modes of operations, differentiated by value-proposition delivery channels 
were identified. One channel was a traditional retail (brick-and-mortar) shop, while the 
other was an online retail shop. Appendix 3 summarizes the structure of the two modes. 
 
The business would carter to customers interested in buying accessories and apparel for 
women. In early stages, the business shall rely on email, social media channels, fashion 
blogging activities, word-of- mouth, and printed marketing stationery to create product 
awareness, strengthen relationships with customers, and conduct after sales services. 
Source of revenue shall be from the sale of products at a minimum mark-up of 120%. 
Identified key business activities are, merchandize sales, customer service, promotion, 
advertising, and administration. A mode of operation that the business will choose shall 
influence the method by which the key activities will be conducted. For instance, sales and 
customer service methods employed at a traditional retail store would vary from sales and 
customer support methods employed at an online retail shop. The methods under tradi-
tional retail shop would require personal interaction with customers and perhaps demand 
more human resource than the alternative (online retail shop). 
 
Key business relationships provide key resources to the business. For a traditional retail 
shop, the business owner would need to deal with real estate agencies/renters in finding 
an affordable and strategic business location. The online retail shop alternative does not 
require official premises since the plan is to run it from the business owner’s residence; 
however, it would require e-commerce platform services to create and maintain it. Such a 
mode of operation tends to demand more resources for building product awareness and 
advertising due to its lack of a brick-and-mortar store. Therefore, the difference in the 
choice of channel (mode of operation) influences the kind of partnerships, resources and 
costs that the business owner would establish, need, and incur respectively. 
 
The following assumptions will guide the budget development: 
 
 Some facilities that the business owner has or uses shall also be utilised for business 
activities. A portion of cost relating to those facilities shall be factored into the budget-
ing process 
 Traditional retail shop sales shall contain a mix of cash and credit transactions at an 
estimated ratio of 30 percent to 70 percent, respectively.  
 One purchase (transaction) constitutes one product for online retail shop. Consumers 
that may purchase more than one product per transaction would be considered an ex-
ception (to avoid specious accuracy in budgeting process).The assumption will facili-
tate calculation of transactional costs  
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 Cost of packaging material has been included in sundries(the value is relatively small) 
 The business shall be VAT-registered, so as to allow recouping of VAT input tax 
 VAT refunds would be paid back to the business (not left in tax account) and there-
fore factored in the cash budget 
 The business does not have credit line with merchandize suppliers. Therefore, mer-
chandize supplier payments will be settled immediately. The assumption shall be dis-
carded in the future when credit lines are established 
 Ending stock is estimated at 20 percent (projected sales of approximately one week). 
 
4.1 Online retail shop 
The business will be run by one owner, with the assistance of an intern during summer 
seasons. The operations will be conducted at the business owner’s premises, which 
would greatly reduce operational and investment costs. The online retail shop will be de-
veloped and maintained by the owner at no additional costs. Generally, e-commerce plat-
form service providers such as Shopify enable easy creation of web stores using their 
built-in website development tools and e-commerce engines. The e-commerce engines 
provide automatic integration into a seller’s web page (web store). Therefore, the business 
owner would be able to easily build and maintain the online retail shop without the need of 
web development skills. Additionally, as per the cost behaviour theory in section 2.2, the 
business owner will not need to incur monthly fixed costs for website development and 
maintenance; instead, the business owner would only pay relatively low monthly costs 
(both fixed and variable) to Shopify for hosting the store (online retail shop) and utilising 
their web tools. Therefore, there will be a relative increase in variable costs due to a per 
transaction charge instituted by Shopify (e-commerce platform provider); meaning, the 
business would be supported by a cost structure shown in table 2 below 
 
Table 2. Investment and cost structure for online retail shop 
SNo. Description Type of Cost 
1. 1 Printer Investment cost 
2. Transaction fee (online shop) Variable operating cost 
3. Card processing fees Variable operating cost 
4. Inventory costs Variable operating cost 
5. Advertising Fixed operating cost 
6. Bank account  Fixed operating cost 
7. Depreciation Fixed operating cost 
9. E-commerce platform Fixed operating cost 
10. Internet and Communication Fixed operating cost 
11 Lunch benefit (intern) Fixed operating cost 
12. Sundries Fixed operating cost 
13. Transport Fixed operating cost 
14. YEL Insurance Fixed operating cost 
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4.2 Traditional retail shop 
The business will be run by one owner and a part time employee; and would be opera-
tional for six days of the week. An intern would be required from time to time to manage 
the business workload. The business would require relatively high investment costs (Table 
3) in order to prepare the premises for operation; such investments will result in relatively 
high depreciation costs. Point of Sale equipment shall be leased for the first two years, 
and a decision to procure some can be revisited thereafter.  
 
Table 3. Investment and cost structure for traditional retail shop 
SNo. Description Type of cost 
1. 1 coffee machine Investment Cost 
2. 1 printer Investment Cost 
3. 1 shop counter Investment Cost 
4. 1 small fridge Investment Cost 
5. 2 chairs (office and standard)  Investment Cost 
6. 1 office desk Investment Cost 
7. 2 racks (apparel display) Investment Cost 
8. 3 racks (accessory display)  Investment Cost 
9. 2 cabinets (merchandize stor-
age and office) 
Investment Cost 
10. 1 tables (accessory display) Investment Cost 
11. 4 pcs full length mirrors Investment Cost 
12. Card processing fees Variable operating cost 
13. Inventory costs Variable operating cost 
14. Advertising Fixed operating cost 
15. Bank account Fixed operating cost 
16. Depreciation Fixed operating cost 
17. Internet and Communication Fixed operating cost 
18. POS system Fixed operating cost 
19. Rent and utilities Fixed operating cost 
20. Sundries Fixed operating cost 
21. Transport Fixed operating cost 
22. TyEL Insurance Fixed operating cost 
23. Web hosting Fixed operating cost 
24. Wages and benefits Fixed operating cost 
25 YEL insurance Fixed operating cost 
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5 Budget development and estimation of capital 
The budget development process’ aim is to demonstrate viability of the traditional retail 
shop and online retail shop using the budgeted income statements and cash budgets from 
the master budget, as per the theory in section 2.3. The budget for each mode of opera-
tion was based on the common sales projections; hence, both modes share the same 
sales, and COGS, inventory and purchases budgets. However, the modes of operation 
have separate operating expenses, income statements and financial budgets due to the 
difference in their operating structures and costs as presented in sections below. 
 
The master budget components are supported by budget-notes in appendix 8. The notes 
aim to facilitate the reader’s understanding of the budget. Explanations in budget notes 
(appendix 8) are linked to budget items through note-numbers, which appear in the mas-
ter budget in superscript. 
 
Sales Budget 
Sales units, estimated unit costs, and sales prices provided by the business owner have 
been used to prepare a two-year sales budget as seen in appendix 4. Sales budget esti-
mates show a total revenue growth of 31 percent, from € 44 123 in the first year to € 57 
964 in the second year of budget. The projected growth is due to relatively low sales esti-
mates in the first six months of the budget (no anticipated sales in the first two months), 
and a steady sales revenue in the second year.  
 
COGS, inventory, and purchases Budget: as per the COGS theory in section 2.3, 
COGS was estimated at 45 percent of inventory sales (Figure 12). COGS value has been 
derived using the first year’s unit costs and budgeted sales units as indicated in Table 4. A 
mark-up of 120 percent was used to derive estimated prices for both budget years, result-
ing in the same COGS percentage for the second year of budget. 
 
Table 4. Total cost of goods sold for inventory sales 
Name Unit cost 
€, excl. VAT 
A 
Budgeted 
sales units 
B 
Total cost 
(A * B) 
Accessory A 9,40 201 1 889 
Accessory B 18,00 193 3 474 
Accessory C 9,40 201 1 889 
Accessory D 10,00 201 2 010 
  Total 9 263 
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Only total inventory sales have been used in estimating COGS percentage in Figure 12. 
These are sales related to inventory that will be stocked by the business. Consignment in-
ventory sales do not belong to the business, hence, were not used in calculating COGS 
percentage. 
 
Figure 12. COGS as percentage of sales 
 
Since the business owner anticipates that sales would take some time to pick up, no sales 
were budgeted in the first two months (January and February). However, a minimal stock 
of 20 percent of COGS for March (€ 109) was suggested in order to cover any unantici-
pated sales for January and February, referred to as ‘safety stock’. As per the COGS 
budget, purchases costs are anticipated to grow by 26 percent from € 9 465 in the first 
year to € 11 937 in the second year, in order to support the estimated inventory sales 
growth of 31 percent (appendix 4).  
 
5.1 Online retail shop 
As per section 2.2 (theory on cost behaviour), operating expenses budget in appendix 5 
indicates that the nature of business under budget will have a relatively high proportion of 
fixed costs (78.5 percent) compared to variable costs (21.5 percent) for the first year of 
budget. Budget estimates show that fixed costs will remain the same for the second year 
of budget (sales volume is within relevant range); however, the proportion of fixed costs 
will decrease to 73.5 and that of variable costs will increase to 26.5 percent. The change 
in ratios is due to steady sales projected for the second year (sales are anticipated in Jan-
uary and February of the second year, unlike in the first year of budget). Having sufficient 
sales revenue to cover fixed administrative costs is the only way that businesses with rela-
tively high fixed costs (for example, 78.5 percent of total cost) can guarantee a steady 
stream of income.  
 
Advertising, human resource, and insurance constitute 50.8 percent of estimated fixed 
costs. Total costs have been projected to increase by 6.7 percent by the second year 
(from € 11 645 to € 12 430) as seen in appendix 5. The business owner’s intention is to 
continue to explore cost effective ways of doing business as business environment 
changes, and plans to analyse the related financial effect through a budgeting toolkit.  
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Budgeted income statement: as per appendix 5, the first quarter of the first year of 
budget shows a net loss due to low sales revenue; however, the business projects a net 
income by the end of the first year of budget. Projections made for the first year of budget 
were: 
− Gross profit of € 24 067, which represents a gross profit margin of 54.5 percent  
− Operating expenses of € 11 645 (26.4 percent of sales euro).  
− Operating profit of  € 12 422 (28.2 percent operating profit margin) 
− Net profit of € 10 086 (22.9 percent operating profit margin) 
 
Projections for the second year of budget were: 
 
− Gross profit of € 31 617 (gross profit margin of 54.5 percent) 
− Operating expenses of € 12 430 (21.4 percent of sales euro). 
− Operating profit projection of € 19 186 (33.1 percent operating profit margin) 
− Net profit projection of € 14 912 (25.7 percent operating profit margin) 
 
As per section 2.4 (theory on income tax) and appendix 6, provisional tax (pre-paid tax es-
timates) for the first and second year of budget have been estimated as € 2 336 (5.3 per-
cent of sales euro) and € 4 275 (7.4 percent of sales euro) respectively. These income tax 
estimates pose a relatively low tax burden to the business compared to others in appendix 
6. Furthermore, the budget projects a total gross profit and net profit growth rate of 31 per-
cent and 48 percent by the end of the second year of budget, from € 24 067 and € 10 086 
to € 31 617 and € 14 912 respectively. 
 
Budgeted capital expenditure value of € 100 (Figure 13) was based on a fixed asset 
needed by the business owner for the two years of budget, in addition to other personal 
assets that will be used in the business operation. 
 
Figure 13. Capital expenditure budget for online retail shop 
 
Cash budgets: a cash collection and payment budget in appendix 5 has been prepared 
based on payment terms explained in section 2.3 (cash budget theory), and in budget 
notes (appendix 8). A combined cash budget in appendix 5 indicates an ending balance 
deficit of approximately € 900 (€ 901) in February of first year of budget, and highest end-
ing cash balance surpluses of € 13 140 and € 29 035 by December of first and second 
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year respectively (Figure 14), which represents an increase of available-cash by 121 per-
cent. This indicates that business will have incremental accumulation of cash (idle cash) 
as seen in figure 14. 
 
 
Figure 14. Monthly cash budget trend for online retail shop 
 
Budgeted balance sheet shows a steady growth of business as indicated by asset/equity 
and liability projections in figure 15, with the exception of a negative financial position of € 
181 in February of first year budget, due to an estimated cumulative operating loss of € 1 
913. The budget also indicates that the business operation would grow by 106 percent be-
tween December of first and second year of budget, prior to additional capital structuring 
(budgeted balance sheet in appendix 5). 
 
 
Figure 15. Indicative steady growth of the online retail sales business 
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In conclusion, although the project is confined to scope, a point was made by the project 
manager during discussions with the business owner, on the importance of cultivating 
sound business practice of investing excess cash where possible in order to maximise 
profit. The budgeting process had not factored efficient use of assets through excess cash 
investment projections since it is currently not a priority for the business owner. Such in-
vestments shall be factored once the business becomes operational and future budgets 
are prepared. It is the project manager’s opinion that sound financial management prac-
tices should begin at the infancy stage of the business operation, so that good practices 
can be carried out throughout its existence. 
 
5.2 Traditional retail shop 
Based on the sales projections in appendix 4, opening a traditional retail shop would not 
be a viable mode of operation because it would attract relatively high costs compared to 
the online retail shop. If the operating budgets in appendix 7 and appendix 5 are com-
pared, it can be observed that the total cost of operation for the traditional retail shop is 
approximately three times the total cost of operation for the online retail shop. Additionally, 
capital expenditure budget for the traditional retail shop is significantly higher compared to 
that of the online retail shop (Figure 13 and Figure 16). As a result, the estimated gross 
profit from sales activities would not be sufficient to cover the operating expenses and 
generate profit for the traditional retail shop. Consequently, only losses are reflected 
throughout the two years of budget, as seen on the budgeted income statement in appen-
dix 7. From the combined cash budget and budgeted balance sheet perspectives (appen-
dix 7), there would be a lack of liquidity to pay for estimated obligations throughout the two 
years of budget, which would place the business in a position of bankruptcy from the be-
ginning. This is evidenced by the monthly negative ending cash balances (cash-flow insol-
vency) and negative financial positions (balance-sheet insolvency) throughout the two 
years of budget as seen in appendix 7. Therefore, unless the business owner reviews 
their strategy, and find ways of increasing sales revenue and/or reduce projected costs of 
fixed assets where possible, the business would be inoperable under this mode of opera-
tion (projected insolvency).  
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Figure 16. Capital expenditure budget for the traditional retail shop 
 
In closing discussions with the business owner, it was indicated that even though sales 
estimations were conservative, the online retail mode of operations still proved to be the 
optimal/ preferred mode of operation given the findings presented. Should there be 
changes in strategy in the future, the business owner can revisit the budget and refine the 
numbers through the budgeting toolkit to reflect the changes for analysis purposes. 
 
5.3 Capital estimation 
Capital estimation involves evaluation of optimistic, likely and pessimistic scenarios for the 
chosen business mode of operation (online retail shop), which are based on the business 
owner’s outlook of the market and the availability of resources. The project manager, in 
consultation with the business owner, used the likely (base) scenario to derive optimistic 
and pessimistic scenarios. The optimistic scenario included a 15 percent and 10 percent 
increase in inventory unit sales and consignment unit sales respectively, which resulted in 
an increase in advertising costs of approximately 4 percent (advertising costs were esti-
mated as a percentage of sales). The pessimistic scenario was formulated in order to an-
ticipate the impact of factors such as but not limited to competition, inventory delivery de-
lays, and increase in inventory costs. These factors were represented by a 15 percent and 
10 percent reduction in inventory unit sales and consignment unit sales respectively, and 
15 percent reduction of original mark-up, from 120 to 105 percent. Consequently, these 
scenarios affected the profit, income tax, and ending cash budget balance projections 
among other things, as seen in section 6, appendix 6, and appendix 9. 
 
Additional capital requirement for the business venture is € 901 as seen in appendix 5. 
However, the business owner has to provisions for additional capital to support the busi-
ness should the outcome deviate from the likely scenario. The additional capital (contin-
gent capital) can be calculated using the financial data from pessimistic and optimistic 
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scenarios. Appendix 9 shows the combined cash budgets for pessimistic and optimistic 
scenarios, which indicate capital requirement of at least € 695 and € 1 217 respectively. 
 
As per section 2.5 (theory on capital determination), the difference between the highest 
ending cash balance deficit for likely and pessimistic scenarios can be calculated as seen 
below: 
𝐿𝑖𝑘𝑒𝑙𝑦 𝑆𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑎𝑟𝑖𝑜 − 𝑃𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑐 𝑆𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑎𝑟𝑖𝑜 = 𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑐𝑎𝑝𝑖𝑡𝑎𝑙 
901 − 695 = 206 
The difference between the highest ending cash balance deficit for optimistic and likely 
scenarios can be calculated as seen below: 
𝑂𝑝𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑐 𝑆𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑎𝑟𝑖𝑜 − 𝐿𝑖𝑘𝑒𝑙𝑦 𝑆𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑎𝑟𝑖𝑜 = 𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑐𝑎𝑝𝑖𝑡𝑎𝑙 
1 217 − 901 = 316 
𝑆𝑖𝑛𝑐𝑒 316 > 206 
𝑇ℎ𝑒𝑛 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑐𝑎𝑝𝑖𝑡𝑎𝑙 = € 316 
As per the calculations above, the differences between the highest ending cash balance 
for optimistic and likely scenarios have produced a comparatively larger difference of € 
316 compared to the difference between the highest ending cash balance for likely and 
pessimistic scenarios. Hence, the difference of € 316 would be regarded as contingent 
capital. The business owner estimated an initial available capital of € 1 500, which was 
factored in the budget process as seen in the balance sheet and combined cash budget 
for the online retail shop (appendix 5). Therefore, the total capital requirement for busi-
ness can be derived by factoring the initial capital of € 1 500 in the calculation, which 
would result in a total of € 2 401 (sum of initial available capital of € 1 500 and additional 
requirement capital of € 901). In conclusion, the capital requirement for the business ven-
ture (as per capital determination theory in section 2.3), would be approximated to € 2 
400, with contingent capital of € 320. Therefore, a total of € 2 720 (instead of € 2 717, 
which is the sum of € 1500, € 901 and € 316) would have to be readily available to sup-
port the business. The capital requirement estimations have been rounded-off in order to 
avoid specious accuracy.  
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6 Sensitivity and profitability analysis 
The purpose of this analysis was to investigate the impact that scenarios namely; likely, 
optimistic, and pessimistic would have on the break-even point, margin of safety and over-
all potential profitability of the business under consideration. As per Table 5 below, a vari-
able cost ratio of 51 percent of sales euro was projected for the likely and optimistic sce-
narios, and 54 percent for the pessimistic scenario. The variable cost ratio for the pessi-
mistic scenario is comparatively higher than that of other scenarios due to the estimated 
decrease in unit sales and mark-up by 25 and 15 percentage points respectively. Optimis-
tic scenario took into consideration the increase in sales unit only, which resulted in an es-
timated variable cost ratio of 51 percent (similar to that of a likely scenario). Likewise, the 
business would generate a contribution margin of 49 percent for each sales euro for both 
scenarios (optimistic and realistic); while pessimistic scenario would generate 46 (2 per-
cent less than optimistic and pessimistic scenarios). However, if the pessimistic scenario 
would be realised, the business’ ability to cover fixed costs and generate profit would be 
reduced by 3 percent compared to other scenarios as indicated by their respective contri-
bution margins (€ 24 712 for optimistic, € 21 562 for likely, and € 15 969 for pessimistic 
scenarios).  
 
Table 5. Summarized contribution margin income statement showing the impact of sce-
narios on profitability 
Budget Scenarios 
Description Optimistic Likely Pessimistic 
Amount 
(€) 
% Amount 
(€) 
% Amount 
(€) 
% 
Sales revenue  50 581 100% 44 123 100% 35 096 100% 
- Variable cost  25 869 51% 22 561 51% 19 127 54% 
Contribution margin  24 712 49% 21 562 49% 15 969 46% 
- Fixed Cost  9 500 19% 9 140 21% 9 140 26% 
Operating income  15 212 30% 12 422 28% 6 829 19% 
 
Optimistic scenario’s operating profit margin was slightly higher (at 30 percent) than that 
of likely scenario (28 percent), which indicates that should the optimistic scenario hold 
true, the business would make a 30 percent-profit from each sales euro (2 percent more 
than that of the likely scenario). Conversely, the business would relatively lose significant 
operating profit margin if the pessimistic scenario holds true. The pessimistic scenario 
would generate only a 19 percent-profit from each sales euro, compared to a 28 percent-
profit for the likely scenario (9 percent less than likely scenario); meaning, it would cause 
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a 45 percent deviation from budget, if the business budget would be based on the likely 
scenario. These business scenarios would also have an influence on the sales revenue 
buffer that would exist (margin of safety), and the period in which the business would 
break even as detailed in sections below. 
 
6.1 Break-even point and Margin of safety for likely scenario 
Table 6 in Appendix 10 shows the derivation of contribution margin among other things, 
used in calculating break-even sales (below) for the likely scenario, as per section 2.6 
(theory on break-even point and margin of safety): 
 
WACMR =  
Total Contribution Margin
Total Sales Revenue
 
WACMR =  
€ 21 562
€ 44 123 
 
WACMR =  0.48868 = 48.868% 
Break even sales =  
Fixed Costs
WACMR
 
Break even sales =  
€ 9 140
48.868%
 
Break even sales = € 18 703.45 (approximately € 18 703) 
 
Break-even sales for the likely scenario would be € 18 703 (approximately 42 percent of 
sales revenue), whereby accessory A, B, C, D, High End and Standard would contribute € 
1 758, € 3 236, € 1 758, € 1 889, € 5 705, and € 4 358 to break-even sales respectively 
(table 6 in appendix 10). If the likely scenario holds true, the business will reach break-
even sales by the seventh month (July) of the first year of budget as per the cumulative 
sales revenue shown in the sales budget (appendix 4). Estimated sales revenue by end of 
the first year amounts to € 44 123, resulting in the margin of safety of € 25 420 as shown 
below, which is approximately 58 percent of the sales revenue. This implies that all things 
equal, sales may drop as far as 58 percent of total sales revenue before the business 
starts experiencing losses. 
 
MOS =  Expected Sales − Break Even sales 
MOS = € 44 123 − € 18 703 
MOS = € 25 420  
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6.2 Break-even, margin of safety and profitability for pessimistic scenario 
Table 7 in appendix 10 shows the derivation of contribution margin for pessimistic sce-
nario among other things, which is used in calculating break-even point in sales as seen 
below. 
WACMR =  
Total Contribution Margin
Total Sales Revenue
 
WACMR =  
€ 15 969
€ 35 096 
 
WACMR =  0.45501 = 45.501% 
Break even sales =  
€ 9 140
45.501%
 
Break even sales = € 20 087.47 (approximately € 20 088) 
 
Break-even sales for the pessimistic scenario is € 20 088 (approximately 57 percent of 
sales revenue), estimated to be reached by the ninth month of the first year of budget as 
per the cumulative sales revenue shown in the sales budget (figure 17 in appendix 10). 
Accessory A, B, C, D, High end, and Standard would contribute € 1 808, € 3 314, € 1 808, 
€ 1 928, € 6 328, and € 4 901 to break-even sales respectively (table 7 in appendix 10). 
Since the estimated sales revenue for the first year of budget is € 35 096, the resulting 
margin of safety would be € 15 009 (approximately 43 percent of sales revenue) as shown 
below: 
MOS = € 35 096 − € 20 088 
MOS = € 15 009  
All things equal, the business would not be in a loss making position if its sales revenue 
declines, provided the decline does not exceed 43 percent of the estimated sales reve-
nue. 
 
6.3 Break-even, margin of safety and profitability for optimistic scenario 
Using data in table 8 of appendix 10, weighted average contribution margin ratio was de-
rived as seen below: 
WACMR =  
Total Contribution Margin
Total Sales Revenue 
 
WACMR =  
€ 24 712
€ 50 581 
 
WACMR =  0.48857 = 48.857% 
Break even sales =  
€ 9 500
48.857%
 
Break even sales = € 19 444.50 (approximately € 19 445)  
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Break-even sales for the optimistic scenario is € 19 445 (approximately 38 percent of 
sales revenue), which could be achieved by the seventh month of the first year of budget 
as seen in the cumulative sales budget (figure 18 in appendix 10). Accessory A, B, C, D, 
High end, and Standard would contribute € 1 886, € 3 481, € 1 886, € 2 022, € 5 795, and 
€ 4 375 respectively to break-even sales of € 19 445. The estimated sales revenue for the 
first year is € 50 581, which would result in a margin of safety of € 31 136 (approximately 
62 percent of sales revenue) as shown below: 
MOS = € 50 581 − € 19 445 
MOS = € 31 136  
 
In conclusion, it remains to be seen what the actual financial performance for the first year 
of business will be, but the sensitivity analysis indicates that the pessimistic scenario still 
offers a relatively decent MOS (43 percent of estimated sales revenue). In discussions 
with the business owner, a critical note was made on the product mix, which indicates that 
two of the six product groups (standard and high end) have relatively high product mix 
percentage and contribution margin per unit as seen in the three scenarios (appendix 10). 
Therefore, all things equal, a decrease in sales volume of the standard and high-end prod-
uct groups would cause a significant negative impact on the operating income. Con-
versely, if the same rate of decrease in sales-volume were experienced on products with 
relatively low unit contribution margin, there would be a lesser impact on the operating in-
come. The Standard and high end product groups in total constitute about 52 to 56 per-
cent of the projected total sales units, and command about 53 to 56 percent of the total 
contribution margin expected to be generated by the business.  
 
It also became clear to the business owner that it is imperative that a strategy exists to ef-
fectively drive the sales of all products in portfolio; and where appropriate, seek opportuni-
ties to drive-up sales of products with relatively higher contribution margins. The project 
manager advised that frequent monitoring of product groups performance would enable 
business owner to timely note any non-performing product groups, and devise and imple-
ment corrective measures to boost their sales revenues and contribution margins. 
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7 Project Evaluation 
In the course of executing the project, the project manager had an opportunity to reflect on 
the entire project process and make note of the challenges experienced and benefits at-
tained. 
 
Challenges 
Like any other project implementation, there are challenges that need resolution to ensure 
successful execution of the project. One of the challenges faced in this project was to con-
trol the product review and amendment process, particularly when product development is 
intertwined with amendment of business strategy. Although the project scope indicated 
that the responsibility of formulating a business strategy lies with the business owner, new 
and/or reviewed information originating from business strategy had to be incorporated fre-
quently, in light of new information, in order to present deliverables that are relevant to the 
business. However, iterations must be controlled by agreeing on the number of reviews; 
thereafter if and when necessary, a mutual agreement should be reached to incorporate 
the unanticipated but critical changes in order to manage the project within the agreed 
timeline. Brainstorming and strategizing is a continuous process especially in entrepre-
neurship. Entrepreneurs always look for ways to improve business plans/performance; 
therefore, better ideas often emerge given enough time. In this case, having a budgeting 
toolkit as one of the deliverables has helped in controlling the review process by mutually 
agreeing on a cut-off point, after which the business owner can utilize the budgeting toolkit 
to conduct further analysis with the support of a comprehensive user guide. 
 
The inevitable change in the project timeline gave rise to challenges in data and infor-
mation gathering. As a result, the project manager had to make effective use of email and 
phone communications to gather data and information from the business owner and po-
tential key partners instead of relying only on scheduled meetings. Such flexibility enabled 
the project tasks to continue despite the challenge. 
 
Benefits and learnings 
The commissioning entity, through the business owner, has been able to realize the antici-
pated benefits from the project. Through the financial assessments/ analyses of modes of 
operation provided by the project manager, business owner was able to 
 
− rule out the establishment of a physical retail store as an impractical business imple-
mentation under current sales projections  
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− identify product groups (standard and high-end products) that may have potential to 
cause significant negative impact on the profits, should the business strategy fail to 
align with the  
− agenda of ensuring efficient sales of the products in the standard and high-end 
product groups 
− understand how different scenarios would affect business profitability and break-
even points 
− have a two-year budget that can be further refined through a budgeting toolkit, in or-
der to align to changes in the business environment or strategy 
− obtain a total capital requirement estimate of € 2 720 based on the current projec-
tions for the online retail shop 
 
The project-process was instrumental in enhancing the project manager’s practical 
knowledge in budget preparation. Faced with real business scenarios and requirements, 
the project manager was able to employ the principles of financial budgeting, sensitivity 
analysis, and in the course, the project manager was able to build an end-to end budget-
ing process in form of a budgeting toolkit. Additionally, as a consultant to the business 
owner, the project manager had to conduct research on the requirements for establishing 
an e-commerce business operation and on the financial accounting treatment for private 
entrepreneurs among other things; and subsequently advise the business owner where 
appropriate (particularly in matters that would affect the financial budget). Final decisions 
made by the business owner were implemented accordingly. Consequently, the project 
manager was able to  
 
− establish a network of contacts that could be leveraged in the future to accomplish her 
own entrepreneurial aspirations  
− gain insight into e-commerce operations and their potential tax implications that need 
to be taken into consideration; for example, the implications of VAT on distant selling , 
especially when the business has annual sales that exceed the annual distance sell-
ing threshold of a particular country, in which an entrepreneur sells its products  
 
In conclusion, the project process has provided valuable lessons for the project manager 
(thesis author) in areas of budgeting and entrepreneurship. Furthermore, while one may 
be equipped with theoretical knowledge attained from an academic setting, dealing with 
real life problems/ needs (in form of project requirements) exposes one to an array of fac-
tors for consideration during project implementation. Such exposure is not only pivotal in 
ingraining theoretical knowledge in one’s mind but also in complementing it with practical 
knowledge gained from the process. It is the project manager’s opinion that this is the best 
way to ensure longer mental retention of knowledge; and is therefore, thankful to have 
had an opportunity to collaborate with a willing commissioning entity in accomplishing this 
project. 
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Appendices 
Appendix 1. Gantt chart for thesis writing process 
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Appendix 2: Interview questions 
SNo. 
Theories/Con-
cepts/Models 
 
(Interview) Questions 
Methods 
(primary/ secondary) 
Information expectations 
 
1. Model A:  
Business Canvas  
(Customer Segment and Value Propo-
sition) 
 
MA01: How is the business value proposi-
tion structured? 
 
MA02: How would you group target cus-
tomers for which value proposition 
intended? 
 
Primary research 
Interview 
 
 
 
Value proposition is a combination of product and/or ser-
vice offering tailored to deliver value to customer 
 
 
Is there more than one customer segment? 
Products/services offered to one segment slightly vary to 
those offered to another customer segment. 
2. (key partners) 
 
MA03: What potential suppliers of inven-
tory and services have you 
planned to use running the busi-
ness? 
 
MA04: In which countries are your suppli-
ers of service and inventory lo-
cated 
 
MA05: What are the anticipated payment 
terms for each supplier? 
 
 
 
Names/Categories of suppliers, the/services they supply 
 
 
 
 
Is it only Finland? There was consideration of other sup-
pliers in other countries. Are there any potential import 
costs? 
 
Cash/ credit? Potential transactions, frequency and due 
dates (if on credit). Useful in cash flow projections 
3. (Key resources) 
 
MA06: What kind of resources (physical 
or otherwise) does the business 
require to support the business? 
 
 
 
Plans for asset procurement, Cost list need to be ob-
tained 
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SNo. 
Theories/Con-
cepts/Models 
 
(Interview) Questions 
Methods 
(primary/ secondary) 
Information expectations 
 
MA07: How do you plan to make the re-
sources available for use by the 
business? 
 
Buy or lease? Are there asset in possession that would 
be used in business? 
4.  (Key activities) 
 
MA08: What activities would you need to 
perform to run the business? 
 
Primary research 
Interview 
 
 
Sales, web maintenance, settle bills, procure inventory 
and services, promote business, and so on. Are re-
sources available to support these activities? (MA06) 
 
5.  (Channels) 
 
MA09: How will customers gain access to 
merchandize/ How will you sell 
and deliver merchandize to target 
customers?  
 
MA10: How will you promote/crease prod-
uct awareness to your target mar-
ket you use to reach customers? 
 
 
 
Have a shop, sell online, or both, display on events or 
cultural institutions? There could be hidden costs here 
(that customer has not thought of) 
 
 
(Blogging, maintain media accounts, brochures and 
more.  
Channels will give insight of potential advertising costs. 
6.  (Relationship Management) 
 
MA11: How to you plan to maintain rela-
tionship with customers who have 
purchased products to encourage 
repeat purchase? 
 
 
 
Is there going to be some kind of post purchase contact 
(Loyalty card schemes for example require investment by 
the business)? Will this contact raise potential costs to 
the business? If discounts are considered, then they 
need to be reflected in budget 
 
7.  (Revenue streams) 
 
MA12: How do you plan to generate in-
come for the business? 
 
Through Sales. Mark-up percentage? (For sales budget 
purposes) 
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SNo. 
Theories/Con-
cepts/Models 
 
(Interview) Questions 
Methods 
(primary/ secondary) 
Information expectations 
 
Will you offer discounts? What percentages and how will 
the discount scheme be structured? 
 
8.  (Cost structure) 
MA13: What costs will the business have 
to incur to run the business? 
Primary (Interview) 
Secondary:  
business document 
containing cost 
data, quotes from 
key partners 
List of all possible costs (sales, administration) 
 
9. 
 
Theory A: 
Master Budget 
 
TA3: What rationale is used to set the 
sales target for the business? 
 
TA4: what sales target is the business 
setting 
 
TA5: How will seasonality (common to re-
tail accessory/apparel businesses) 
affect your yearly sales? 
 
TA6: What is the value of inventory on 
hand (if still available)? 
 
TA7: How do you anticipate your sales to 
grow for next year? 
 
TA8: How do you plan to finance the busi-
ness? 
 
 
Primary (Interview) 
Secondary:  
business document 
containing cost 
data, quotes from 
key partners 
 
Target sales income? Projected sales based on market 
analysis? 
 
Sales target in quantity or value will enable preparation 
of sales budget 
 
Volume fluctuations in budget should be taken into ac-
count if there is seasonality influence on sales 
 
 
Will enable to have opening balance for Inventory ac-
count for budgeting purposes (Purchase Budget) 
 
Percentage of sales growth for deriving sales budget for 
2nd year 
 
Any borrowing? (balance sheet data) 
10. Theory B:  
Capital require-
ment 
 Primary (Interview) 
Secondary:  
data from PT 4 
Need to establish a budget for optimistic and pessimistic 
scenarios. 
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SNo. 
Theories/Con-
cepts/Models 
 
(Interview) Questions 
Methods 
(primary/ secondary) 
Information expectations 
 
TB01: What do you perceive to be pessi-
mistic and optimistic scenarios for 
the business? 
 
 Sales volume, revenue, cost structure that would feature 
in an optimistic scenario 
 
Sales volume, revenue, cost structure that would feature 
in an optimistic scenario 
 
11. 
 
Theory C:  
Income taxation 
 
TC01: How would you financially support 
yourself during start-up phase? 
What would be the estimated in-
come from other sources? 
 
 
Primary (Interview) 
 
 
Would work part time? If so, what would be the estimated 
income to from part time work? 
Information will help in calculating estimated progressive 
tax rate to be used in calculating income tax for the busi-
ness 
 
 
12. 
 
Theory D:  
Sensitivity Analy-
sis (CVP) 
 
TD01: What information would you like to 
extract from sensitivity analysis? 
 
TD02: What percentage variation on 
sales, price, or fixed cost should be 
considered in sensitivity analysis? 
 
Use data from PT4 
 
Sensitivity analysis data 
Break-even point, sales required for a particular target 
profit? Other requirements? What if revenue, sales vol-
ume, prices increase/ decrease by a certain percentage? 
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Appendix 3. Summarized findings of the business operating modes 
Blocks Business Operating Modes 
Channel Traditional retail shop Online retail shop 
Customer seg-
ment 
Single segment: women teenagers – above 50 (about 17 - 60 years) 
Key partners Logistic service providers (Posti) 
Suppliers of furniture and fix-
tures (IKEA, SOTKA and others) 
Not applicable 
Suppliers of electronic equipment (example; Gigantti, Expert, and Verk-
kokauppa), and communication services (DNA, Saunalahti) 
Inventory suppliers (designers) from Finland, Baltic and/or Scandinavian 
countries 
Human resource suppliers: Higher learning institutions, social network 
forums for job seekers, and recruitment agencies, 
Tax administration (Verohallinto) 
Packaging and stationery suppliers (material to be sourced online) 
Social media networks and 
printing companies (for promo-
tion and advertising) 
Social media networks, cultural mar-
kets (example, Korjaamo and others) 
Web hosting service provider 
E-commerce platform provider 
(Shopify) 
Landlord  N/A 
Key Activities 
Sales, advertising, administration, inventory management and purchase, 
and after sales support 
Key resources Human resource: three persons 
(business owner, intern, em-
ployee) 
Human resource: two persons (intern 
and business owner) 
Electronic equipment and IT 
services such as: 
− Point of sale systems 
− Internet access 
− Printer 
Electronic equipment and IT services 
such as: 
− E-commerce platform 
− Internet access 
− Printer 
Retail shop location Residential premises 
Financial Resources (own funding and/or loans) 
Materials for packaging and 
presentation 
Freight packaging 
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Value  
proposition 
To offer a rich variety of hand-made apparel and accessories, chosen 
specifically to emphasize unique beauty of every consumer. We believe 
in independent creative designers, personalized service and one-of-the 
kind products 
Customer  
relations  
Business aims to cultivate relationship and repeat business through 
channels such as: 
 Email platform: to inform of new merchandize, offers, and elicit feed-
back 
 Social networks (Facebook, Pinterest, and Twitter) and fashion blog:  
to connect with existing and new customers, and have insight into 
trends, consumer preferences, and popularity of stocked merchan-
dize.  
Cost structure Wages for part time employee 
and benefits for interns 
Benefits for interns 
Rent and utility for retail  
location 
No rent and utility costs.  
Relatively high investment in 
fixed assets (Table 2) 
Relatively low investment (Table 3) 
No Freight charges Freight charges for posting  
Merchandize (passed to consumer) 
Advertising costs 
Insurance cost: TyEL Insurance cost: YEL 
Leasing point of sale systems E-commerce platform charges 
Inventory costs 
Transport costs 
Packaging materials  
(budgeted in sundries) 
Packaging materials (budgeted in 
sundries). 
Revenue struc-
ture 
Mark-up percentage applicable to all products (minimum 120%) 
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Appendix 4. Sales budget and COGS, inventory and purchases budget 
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Appendix 5. Online shop (operating expenses, income statement, and financial budgets)  
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Appendix 6. Income tax calculations 
Tax rate calculation using Tax calculator 2016 
Percent of Basis for 
capital 
portion 
Earned 
income 
(employment) 
1st Year 2nd Year 
Earned  
income 
portion 
(business) 
Earned  
income tax 
(Tax Calculator) 
Progressive 
Tax rate (*) 
Earned  
income  
portion 
(business) 
Earned  
income tax 
(Tax Calculator) 
Progressive 
Tax rate (*) 
 A B C (C/(A+B)) * 100 D E (E/(A+D)) * 100 
Pessimistic Scenario 
20% 21 240 5 163 3 656 13.85% 10 265 5 507 17.48% 
10% 21 240 5 996 3 883 14.26% 11 098 5 825 18.01% 
0% 21 240 6 829 4 195 14.94% 11 931 6 143 18.52% 
Likely Scenario 
20% 21 240 9 637 5 267 17.06% 16 402 7 909 21.01% 
10% 21 240 11 030 5 799 17.97% 17 794 8 461 21.68% 
0% 21 240 12 422 6 331 18.81% 19,186 9 013 22.29% 
Optimistic Scenario 
20% 21 240 11 870 6 120 18.48% 19 517 9 144 22.44% 
10% 21 240 13 541 6 775 19.48% 21 188 98 806 23.11% 
0% 21 240 15 212 7 437 20.40% 22 859 10 503 24.82% 
(*) Rate applied in table below to calculate income tax for the business. 
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Income tax calculation (estimate) Pessimistic Scenario Likely Scenario Optimistic Scenario 
 1st Year 2nd Year 1st Year 2nd Year 1st Year 2nd Year 
Wages paid to employees 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Estimated Gross Salary from part time employment 21 240 21 240 21 240 21 240 21 240 21 240 
Taxable income  6 829 11 931 12 422 19 186 15 212 22 859 
Total Assets (**) 10 436 10 436 16 471 16 471 19 584 19 584 
(-) Total Liabilities (**) (2 107) (2 107) (2 549) (2 549) (2 871) (2 871) 
Net asset 8 329 8 329 13 922 13 922 16 712 16 712 
(+) 30% of yearly wages 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Basis for capital income portion 8 329 8 329 13 922 13 922 16 712 16 712 
First method: 20% as Capital income portion (20% of basis for capital income portion) 
Capital income portion  
(20% x basis for capital income portion) 
1 666 1 666 2 784 2 784 3 342 3 342 
Earned income portion  
(taxable income - capital income portion) 
5 163 10 265 9 637 16 402 11 870 19 517 
Progressive rate (From tax rate calculation table above) 13.85% 17.48% 17.06% 21.01% 18.48% 22.44% 
Capital Income tax (30% x capital income portion) 500 500 835 835 1 003 1 003 
Earned income tax  
(progressive tax rate x earned income portion) 
715 715 1 644 3 446 2 194 4 379 
Total Tax (capital income tax + earned income tax) 1 215 2 294 2 479 4 282 3 197 5 381 (***) 
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Income tax calculation (estimate) Pessimistic Scenario Likely Scenario Optimistic Scenario 
 1st Year 2nd Year 1st Year 2nd Year 1st Year 2nd Year 
Second method: 10% as Capital income portion (10% of basis for capital income portion) 
Capital income portion  
(10% x basis for capital income portion) 
833 833 1 392 1 392 1 671 1 671 
Earned income portion  
(taxable income - capital income portion) 
5 996 11 098 11 030 17 794 13 541 21 188 
Progressive rate (from tax rate calculation table above) 14.26% 18.01% 17.97% 21.68% 19.48% 23.11% 
Capital Income tax (30% x capital income portion) 250 250 418 418 501 501 
Earned income tax  
(progressive tax rate x earned income portion) 
855 1 999 1 982 3 857 2 638 4 897 
Total Tax (capital income tax + earned income tax) 1 105 2 249 2 400 4 275 (***) 3 139 5 399 
Third method: Entire income portion as earned income 
Progressive rate (From tax rate calculation table above) 14.94% 18.52% 18.81% 22.29% 20.40% 23.82% 
Earned income portion 6 829 11 931 12 422 19 186 15 212 22 859 
Total Tax 1 021 (***) 2 209 (***) 2 336 (***) 4 277 3 104 (***) 5 445 
(**) Assets and liabilities from balance sheet prior to inclusion of prepaid income tax resulting from tax calculations 
(***) Relatively favourable income tax value, compared to others derived by two of the three methods in this table. Favourable tax values have been ap-
plied to the budgeting process 
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Appendix 7. Traditional retail shop (operating expenses, income statement, and financial budgets)  
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Appendix 8. Budget Notes 
Note 
Number 
Explanation 
1 Variable costs are composed of online transactional costs (€ 0.3 per transaction + 2.9 
percent of transactional value (for e-commerce gateway)). The online retail shop (web-
store) will be built and hosted in Shopify 
2 Additional 2% of transaction value will be charged by the e-commerce platform. 
3 The useful life of electronic assets is assumed to be seven years (fridge) and five 
years (printer and others); for the remaining assets such as furniture, fixtures, and fit-
tings, the useful life is also assumed to be seven years. 
4 Advertising expenses were calculated as a percentage of yearly sales (3 percent and 
4 percent for traditional and online retail shops respectively). Initially, the marketing 
strategy will make significant use of social media, with reliance on other methods such 
as word of mouth, and cultural markets. 
5 Additional account will be opened under the business owner’s bank account profile, 
using their existing web banking facilities. 
6 50 percent of the costs for internet and communication (mobile and internet cost are 
projected to be € 26 and € 40 per month respectively) will be allocated to business. 
7 Fixed cost portion for the e-commerce platform in addition to fees detailed above (note 
2). 
8 Benefits refer to small amount of money paid to intern(s) as incentive (lunch money), 
since the business will not be placing interns on a salary. This is budgeted at € 200 per 
month (€ 10 per day, for five days in a week). 
9 Packaging material costs were factored into the sundries amount since they can be 
purchased online, in bulk, and at a relatively low cost. 
10 Transport costs have been set aside for commuting within Helsinki region (50 percent 
of ticket costs approximately € 50). Remaining € 50 is provision for travel to Baltic 
countries (e.g. Estonia) to collect merchandize for sale. In the future, merchandize 
freight costs will be factored instead of physical travel, when the business owner can 
make merchandize selection online. 
11 YEL is a statutory self-employment pension insurance. For purposes of this budget, 
YEL has been calculated at close to ‘minimum YEL income’ of € 8 000. 
12 Sales budget revenue consists of sales revenue from consignment goods and busi-
ness inventory. 
13 Deducts inventory costs and consignment price as per consignor’s (cost price) 
14 Income tax was calculated using estimated progressive tax rates of 18.81% and 
21.68% for first and second year respectively, derived from calculations for likely sce-
nario in appendix 6. Criterion of least tax burden was used in selecting income tax 
rates for the budget. The business owner projects the income from part time work to 
be € 21 2400 per year (used in the progressive tax rate calculations as per appendix 
6). 
15 Primary target consumers are located within Finland. Therefore, for purposes of this 
budget, the Finnish VAT rate of 24 percent was applied to all sales and some pur-
chases. However, in reality, sales may materialize from any other European Union 
countries (considered as an exception).  
16 Finnish VAT rate of 10 percent was applied to transportation costs. 
17 Supplier payment for the inventory procured. The business owner will be paying for in-
ventory on the same month until such time credit relationships with the inventory sup-
pliers (designers) can be established. 
18 Payment to consignor for the previous month’s consignment sales (consignment sales 
for January will be paid in February and so on). 
19 Variable costs (card and transaction fees) will be settled in the same month (deducted 
from the transaction value during processing). 
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Note 
Number 
Explanation 
20 Some fixed costs will be settled by either bankcard (online purchase) or supplier in-
voice. It is assumed that the credit card and vendor invoices will be received on the 
third week of the month, with fifteen days’ credit period. Consequently, current 
month’s costs will be settled the following month. E-commerce platform charges, ad-
vertising costs (Facebook and Twitter advertisements), and internet and communica-
tion costs are some of the costs influenced by the said phenomenon.  
21 Income tax will be paid in six instalments as per tax authorities’ instructions (refer to 
cash budget theory in section 2.3). 
22 The amount is considered as initial capital. Later on, additional funding shall be struc-
tured into the business (where necessary) as debt or additional capital. 
23 Business owner’s current objective is not to structure financing but rather to determine 
estimated capital requirement. Hence, cash budget-ending balances have facilitated 
capital requirement determination. Business owner prefers to structure capital at a 
later stage. 
24 It was assumed that VAT receivable would be refunded immediately after approval by 
tax administration (after due date of the following month. VAT payable should be paid 
on due date 12th of next two months). 
25 The merchant will charge € 0.15 for processing point of sales transactions. It is as-
sumed that card based transactions will amount to 70 percent of total transactions. 
Therefore, transaction costs are derived by formula: (70%* Number of units) * 0.15 
26 These are costs for hosting the business’ website. The business owner will personally 
create and maintain the webstore. 
27 Assumptions made for this cost were: 
 
− Employee has an estimated yearly income of € 21600 (monthly income of 
1800), resulting in an approximate withholding tax rate of 11 percent as per the 
2016 tax calculator (VERO) 
− Business will require employee’s services on part-time basis, for 3 days a 
week, at a rate of € 10 per hour (€ 960 per month). 
 
Therefore, net salary, TyEL insurance and contributions (employee and employer con-
tributions) will be € 788.64 and € 387.55 (€ 171.36 from employee and € 216.19 from 
employer) respectively. 
28 Cost of leasing a point of sale system (POS system, card reader, cash box, receipt 
printer) at € 130 per month.  
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Appendix 9: Combined Cash budget ending balances for optimistic and pessimistic scenarios 
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Appendix 10. Contribution margin calculations for likely, optimistic, and pessimistic scenarios 
Table 6. Likely scenario 
Description 
Products  
A B C D High end Standard Total 
Unit quantity 201 193 201 201 161 187  
x Sales Price 21 40 21 22 84 55  
Sales revenue 4 157 7 643 4 157 4 422 13 460 10 285 44 123 
- Variable cost        
Cost of Goods Sold  
(unit cost x unit quantity) 
(1 889) (3 474) (1 889) (2 010) (6 118) (4 675) (20 056) 
Transaction fee  
(2% x sales revenue) 
(83) (153) (83) (88) (269) (206) (882) 
Card fees  
(0.3 x unit quantity) + (2.9% x sales revenue) 
(181) (280) (181) (189) (439) (354) (1 623) 
Contribution Margin 
(Sales revenue – Variable cost) 
2 003 3 736 2 003 2 135 6 634 5 050 21 562 
- Total Fixed Costs       (9 140) 
Operating Income       12 422 
Unit Cost 9.4 18.0 9,4 10.0 38.0 25.0  
Sales Mix 
(product sales/total sales) 
9.4 % 17.3 % 9.4 % 10.1 % 30.5 % 23.3 % 100 % 
Break-even sales 1 758.12 3 235.70 1 758.12 1 889.05 5 704.55 4 357.90 18 703.44 
Contribution margin per unit 
(contribution margin / unit quantity) 
10.0 19.4 10.0 10.6 41.2 27.0  
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Table 7. Pessimistic scenario 
Item 
Products 
A B C D High end Standard Total 
Unit quantity 164 157 164 164 142 167  
x Sales Price 19 37 19 21 78 51  
Sales revenue 3 160 5 793 3 160 3 362 11 062 8 559 35 096 
- Variable cost        
Cost of Goods Sold  
(unit cost * unit quantity) 
(1 542) (2 826) (1 542) (1 640) (5 396) (4 175) (17 120) 
Transaction fee  
(2%*sales revenue) 
(63) (116) (63) (67) (221) (171) (702) 
Card fees  
(0.3*unit quantity) + (2.9%*sales revenue) 
(141) (215) (141) (147) (363) (298) (1 305) 
Contribution Margin 
(Sales revenue – Variable cost) 
1 415 2 636 1 415 1 508 5 081 3 914 15 969 
- Total Fixed Costs       (9 140) 
Operating Income       6 829 
Unit Cost 9.4 18.0 9,4 10.0 38.0 25.0  
Sales Mix 
(product sales/total sales) 
9.0 % 16.5 % 9.0 % 9.6 % 31.5 % 24.4 % 100 % 
Break-even sales 1 807.87 3 314.43 1 807.87 1 928.40 6 327.55 4 901.34 20 087.46 
Contribution margin per unit 
(contribution margin / unit quantity) 
8.6 16.8 8.6 9.2 35.8 23.4  
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Figure 17. Sales budget for pessimistic scenario, showing cumulative sales figure at the bottom  
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Table 8. Optimistic scenario 
Item 
Products 
A B C D High end Standard Total 
Unit quantity 238 229 238 238 180 207  
x Sales Price 21 40 21 22 84 55  
Sales revenue 4 922 9 068 4 922 5 236 15 048 11 385 50 581 
- Variable cost        
Cost of Goods Sold  
(unit cost * unit quantity) 
(2 237) (4 122) (2 237) (2 380) (6 840) (5 175) (22 991) 
Transaction fee  
(2%*sales revenue) 
(98) (181) (98) (105) (301) (228) (1 012) 
Card fees  
(0.3*unit quantity) +(2.9%*sales revenue) 
(214) (332) (214) (223) (490) (392) (1 866) 
Contribution Margin 2 372 4 433 2 372 2 528 7 417 5 590 24 712 
- Total Fixed Costs       (9 500) 
Operating Income       15 212 
Unit Cost 9.4 18.0 9,4 10.0 38.0 25.0  
Sales Mix 
(product sales/total sales) 
9.7 % 17.9 % 9.7 % 10.4 % 29.8 % 22.5 % 100 % 
Break-even sales 1 886.12 3 480.57 1 886.12 2 022.23 5 794.46 4 375.01 19 444.51 
Contribution margin per unit 
(contribution margin / unit quantity) 
10.0 19.4 10.0 10.6 41.2 27.0  
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Figure 18. Sales budget for optimistic scenario, showing cumulative sales figure at the bottom
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1 About the User Guide 
The aim of this user guide is to help a user in learning how to utilize the budget tool. The 
user would have a clear understanding of logical operation of the tool, and ability to make 
necessary amendments to suit business needs, for example, the ability to add data for 
new products. 
 
1.1 Tool logic  
The structure and logic of the tool in appendix 1 follows the master budget and sensitivity 
analysis theories, with the aim of enabling the user to  
 
− determine income/loss based on projections (output: income statement) 
− determine approximate capital for the business (output: Cash budget) 
− determine break-even points, margin of safety, and sales levels at different target 
profits 
 
The tool is made up of tables, which have numbers on their top left corners (for ease of 
reference) as indicated in figure 1 below. These tables are located within fourteen tabs in 
an excel workbook. Names of those tabs are: 
 
 Projections (contains static data, costs, prices and unit sales projections) 
 Sales Budget (shows budgeted revenues based on projections made) 
 COGS, Inventory and Purchases (shows the value of inventory to be bought to sup-
port sales) 
 Derive Depreciation (calculates monthly and accumulated depreciation costs) 
 Operating Expenses (lists all budgeted variable and fixed operating expenses of the 
business)  
 Income Statement (shows income or loss based on projections) 
 Capital Expenditure (shows investments in asset needed to support the business) 
 Cash Collection Payments (a summary of actual inflow and outflow of cash expected) 
 VAT (calculates VAT obligations for inclusion in the combined cash budget) 
 Combined Cash Budget (combines collections, payments and VAT obligations) 
 Budgeted Balance sheet (shows financial position of the business) 
 Promotion Analysis (for analysing potential financial impact of promotion decisions on 
budget) 
 Sensitivity Analysis (what-if-scenarios to determine break-even points, margin of 
safety, operating income at different levels of activity, and sales levels at different tar-
get profits) 
 Derive Income Tax (shows calculations of income tax for inclusion in income state-
ment) 
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Figure 19. Table number appended on right side 
 
Some tables contain additional rows of calculated data at the bottom. These rows are 
used to manipulate data from tables above it, in order to present data in a format that can 
be used directly for a particular purpose (figure 2). The output of those rows may be trans-
ferred to another sheet as they are, or used to compare easily one set of data to another. 
It also enables the user to have a clear understanding of the logic used to link different 
sheet (tabs), instead of accomplishing the same using lengthy formulas. 
 
The rows have tags on the left hand side, which indicate the use of that data. Figure 2 
shows that Grand Total Sales (Cumulative), Total Cost Of Goods Sold (Consignment), 
and Accumulated Depreciation are used to determine Break-Even period (B-E), to calcu-
late gross profit in income statement (I-S), and to link accumulated depreciation to Bal-
ance Sheet Tab (B-S) 
 
 
Figure 20. Data pre calculated for specific use 
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1.2 User Guide structure  
The user guide contains seven sections, six of which address different aspects of the 
budget tool by following the logical flow of the master budget (from sales budget to budg-
eted balance sheet), and incorporating sensitivity analysis capabilities. As per figure 3, 
sections are associated to components (sub-tools) of the budget tool (appendix 1). Each 
component is made up of different tabs (sub sections) containing tables, which together 
they constitute/ deliver the objectives of the component (sub-tool). Each of these tabs has 
detailed instructions and illustration on how to use them. All budget components (sections 
or sub-tools) constitute a complete budget tool (figure 3). The seventh section in the user 
guide contains excel tips that would will help utilizing the tool effectively. 
 
 
Figure 21. User Guide structure 
 
1.3 Conventions and typography 
Some key information (notes) in this user guide will be highlighted using the convention in 
figure 4. 
 
 
 
 
 
Note: This is important information that would 
help in effective use of the tool 
Figure 22. Convention used for key information 
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The names of tables, fields, rows and columns are italicized for emphasis, and references 
to sections within the user guide are described using the convention: (section number, sub 
section alphabet, step number(s)). For example, “Depreciation is directly linked to depreci-
ation values in Table 6 (2.1, A, 5)” 
 
Excel commands within the user guide will be in bolded text, and separated by a “>” sign. 
For example: 
 
 Right click > insert requires the user to click the right button of the mouse and select 
insert. 
 Select row: Total > left click & hold > drag down requires the user to select the 
row, left click and hold, then drag down.  
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2 Detailed instructions and illustration of the tool components 
Instructions given herein are formatted in a multi-level list in order to facilitate pre-
cise referencing where necessary (numbers, letters, and roman letters). 
 
2.1 Sales Budget sub-tool (Section 1) 
A Projection tab (Table 1-3) 
  
1. In table 1 (figure 5), insert monthly projections of unit sales for each month 
2. Do not insert values in Qtr1, Qtr2, Qtr3, Qtr4, Year End, Total and Grand to-
tal. These columns and rows contain formulas that calculate quarterly, 
yearly, and total figures automatically. 
3. Insert projections for products from consignor under Consignment. The ta-
bles in Projections tab have four additional empty rows that can be used to 
enter details of new products 
4. The user can also insert new rows to accommodate additional products by 
selecting the row above the Total and right click> insert  
 
 
Figure 23. Layout of product units table in projections tab 
 
5. If step 4 is taken, apply formula to cells in new rows (figure 6) under Qtr1 by 
a. selecting the last cell in Qtr1 that contains formula 
b. right click > copy 
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c. select the new cells right below it and right click > Paste options: 
formulas (third icon with function (“fx”) symbol) 
 
 
 
6. Repeat steps 5a-c, for Qtr2, Qtr3, Qtr4, and Year End for Inventory and/or 
consignment products. This method of copying a formula(s) can be used in 
any tab. 
7. Table number 2 (figure 7) contains costs and prices for products under 
budget. Stock column indicates items that are business’ inventory (to pur-
chase) and those under consignment (on consignment) 
8. Insert cost of each item under budget in Cost (€, excl. VAT) 
9. If all products have a uniform mark-up, insert the mark-up percentage in the 
Mark-up field (figure 7) 
10. The tool then populates prices and COGS rate in Automated column and 
Cost Of Goods Sold field respectively 
 
 
Figure 25. Uniform mark-up and pricing automation (table 2) 
 
11. If products have varying mark-ups (figure 8), then  
 
Figure 24. Copying formula in new cells 
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a. insert “0” in Mark-up 
b. insert pricing manually under Manual input 
c. cell D47 will display Cost of Goods sold for manual input. 
 
 
 
 
B Sales Budget tab (Table 4) 
  
1. No user input is required. Sales budget is populated automatically using 
data from Projections tab (unit sales, unit cost, and unit price).  
2. As per figure 9, Inventory sales and consignment sales are separated to fa-
cilitate easy/logical linkage of inventory sales to the COGS, inventory + pur-
chases tab, and Income Statement tab. Inventory sales are used to calcu-
late Cost of Goods Sold value (consignment sales are not part of business 
inventory, hence excluded in calculation) 
3. Grand Total Sales Revenue is used in Income Statement tab (2.4, A, 3) 
Note: If the user sets Mark-up 0% without any pricing in 
Manual input, cell D47 will display instructions “En-
ter price on column: Manual input. This instruction 
will be replaced by a Cost of Goods Sold rate once 
the user starts inserting prices in Manual Input 
Figure 26. Manual pricing due to varying mark-up 
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4. Grand Total Sales Revenue (Cumulative) is for tracing Break-even period, 
by matching the Break-even sales to the cumulative sales values between 
January and December of the first and second year respectively. 
5. Total Cost Of Goods Sold (Consignment) data is transferred to Income 
Statement tab to calculate Gross Profit (2.4, A, 5) 
6. The sales budget tab has empty rows for four additional products. The user 
may follow steps 4 to 6 in 2.1, A, to insert new rows to accommodate sales 
data for added products. 
7. Where necessary, the user should change the cell reference of copied for-
mula and insert correct reference to cells that contain data for the new prod-
uct (2.7, A). 
 
 
Figure 27. Sample of Sales budget tab showing few products in quarter one 
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2.2 Cost of Goods Sold, Inventory and Purchases sub-tool (Section 2) 
A COGS, Inventory + Purchases tab (Table 5) 
  
1. As per figure 10, the user should input percentage of ending inventory and 
safety stock (pink cells), under Inventory % and Safety Stock columns (as 
percentage of next month’s Cost of Goods Sold)  
2. The rest of the table contains formulas that enables automatic population of 
data, after generation of sales budget  
3. Total inventory sales data come from Sales budget tab (2.1, B, 2) while Cost 
of Goods Sold rate is obtained from Projections tab (2.1, A, 10 & 11c).  
4. The user should consider using safety stock to cover unanticipated sales in 
the first months of setting up the business. As per figure 10, business does 
not expect sales for the month of January and February. Only safety stock is 
budgeted for the two months.  
5. Ending inventory of one month is the beginning inventory of the next (figure 
10). 
6. Inventory Purchases data is later used in preparation of Income Statement 
(2.4, A, 4) 
 
 
 
 
Figure 28. Sample COGS, Inventory, and Purchases tab (table 5) 
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2.3 Operating Expenses sub-tool (Section 3) 
A Derive Depreciation tab (Table 6) 
  
 
Figure 29. Sample of Derivation Depreciation tab (table 6) 
 
1. Type in names of all business assets, their related quantities, and unit costs 
under Item, Quantity, and Unit Cost (€) respectively (figure 11). These items 
also appear in Capital Expenditure tab (2.5, A, 1) 
2. Enter the month (in number) in which the business plans to purchase each 
asset. Acceptable numbers are between 1 and 24 (representative of twenty-
four months of the two-year budget).  
3. Enter the perceived useful life of each asset and the residual value. For pur-
poses of budgeting, recommended residual value is zero. 
4. Only Item and pink columns are open for data input. Remaining columns 
contain formulas that produce monthly depreciation values based on data in-
put (figure 11) 
5. Total depreciation values for each month (in Total row) are linked directly to 
Operating Expenses tab (2.3, B, 5) 
6. The user can add new rows and copy formula for new assets as follows (fig-
ure 11): 
a. Select row: Total > right click > insert. Then, enter asset name in 
Item column 
b. Review > Unprotect sheet > password: cl. Unprotect sheet in order 
to adjust formulas into new row 
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c. In Total Cost column, the user should select the last cell containing for-
mula, place mouse cursor on the cell’s bottom right corner, and left 
click > hold > drag down to the new cell(s) 
d. In Total/ Year column, the user should select the last cell containing for-
mula, and hold shift + right arrow to select all the cells to its’ right 
(from Total/ Month column across to Dec 24 column).  
e. While cells are selected, the user should place mouse cursor at the bot-
tom right corner of the last cell (under Dec 24 column), then left click > 
hold > drag down to new cells. This will copy the formula from above 
cells into the new cells below. 
f. The user may repeat step 6a-e, for all new rows inserted. 
g. Re-lock the cells (Review > Protect sheet > password: cl) 
7. Accumulated depreciation data (yellow row) is populated automatically by 
the tool, for use in balance sheet tab as indicated by the “B-S” tag on the left 
side (figure 11). 
 
B Operating Expenses tab (Table 7) 
  
1. Figure 12 below, shows two categories of expenses: variable costs and fixed 
costs 
2. The user should not input variable costs for Card fees and Transaction fee 
(online shop). The costs are populated automatically using data from Tables 
1 (product units projections) and 3 (merchant transaction costs) in Projec-
tions tab, and Table 4 (total sales revenue) in Sales Budget tab. Any 
changes to variable cost structure should be changes at source tables in 
Projections tab 
3. Therefore; changes in sales revenue, projected sales units, and merchant 
transactional costs will automatically change the total variable costs in Oper-
ating Expenses tab 
4. The user may add new rows under variable costs by inserting rows above 
total variable costs (select row: Total Variable Costs > right click > insert) 
5. The tool purposely lists depreciation as the first line item under fixed costs 
because it is automatically populated. Depreciation is directly linked to de-
preciation values in Derive Depreciation tab (figure 11 and 2.3, A, 5). This 
field will display zero value if the business does not plan to procure assets 
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6. The user can input details of other planned fixed costs in their respective 
months, for all quarters. Qtr 1, Qtr 2, Qtr 3, Qtr 4, Year-end 1, and Year-end 
2 details are populated by embedded formulas 
7. Total Costs are linked to the Income Statement tab (2.4, A, 6) 
 
 
Figure 30. Sample of Operating Expenses tab (table 7) 
 
 
2.4 Budgeted Income Statement sub-tool (Section 4) 
A Income Statement tab (Table 8) 
  
1. Operating Income tab enables the user to calculate profits or losses result-
ing from the projections. 
2. The user can enter interest income and expense data (if available) in Inter-
est Income and Interest expense fields (figure 13). The tool automatically 
generates remaining data using embedded formulas that link to preceding 
tabs. 
3. Revenue field sources data from Grand total sales revenue in Sales Budget 
tab (2.1, B, 3) 
4. Cost Of Goods Sold (Inventory) field sources data from Inventory Purchases 
in COGS, Inventory + Purchases tab (2.2, A, 6) 
5.  Cost Of Goods Sold (Consignment) field sources data from Total Cost Of 
Goods Sold (Consignment) in Sales Budget tab (2.1, B, 5) 
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6. Operating expenses field sources data from Total Cost in Operating Ex-
penses tab (2.3, B, 7) 
7. Yellow rows (Retained Earnings Summary) transfer ending balance of re-
tained earnings into Balance Sheet tab as indicated by the tag “B-S” on the 
left side (figure 13) 
 
Figure 31. Sample Income Statement tab (table 8) 
 
 
2.5 Capital expenditure, Cash Budgets, and Balance Sheet Sub-tools  
(Section 5) 
A Capital Expenditure tab (Table 9) 
  
1. The user is not required to input asset names in Item column. The Item col-
umn in this tab is linked to Item column in Derive Depreciation (2.3, A, 1). 
Hence, the tool will automatically display items from Derive Depreciation tab 
in the Capital Expenditure tab (any capital equipment have to be depreciated 
and hence, its information will exist first in the derive depreciation tab). 
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2. Therefore, where necessary, the user should insert the same number of 
rows as those inserted in Derive Depreciation tab (above Capital Expendi-
ture field, Figure 32). Additionally, linking formula in Item should be copied to 
new cells below using procedure in 2.7, C. Dragging down the last cell con-
taining data in Item will display new items entered in Derive Depreciation tab 
(figure 14) 
3. Yellow row uses data in table above to calculate cumulative fixed asset val-
ues for the balance sheet as indicated by the “B-S” tag on the row’s left side 
(figure 14). 
 
 
Figure 32. Sample of Capital Expenditure tab (table 9) 
 
B Cash Collections Payments tab(Table 10) 
  
1. The Cash Collections Payments tab shows actual monthly cash inflows and 
outflows (VAT inclusive) 
2. The tool groups inflows (cash collections) and outflows (cash payments) ac-
cording to VAT rate categories (General rate 24%, reduced rate 14%, re-
duced rate 10%, and No VAT). No VAT should contain all inflows/ outflows 
that are VAT exempted or by their nature, VAT is inapplicable. Salaries, 
bank transactional charges, interest income, and insurance costs are exam-
ples of such flows. There are five extra rows for each category should the 
user need to add new inflows/outflows. 
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3. The user may add more rows if required, by selecting the last row that has 
content (figure 15), then right click > insert 
4. Monthly values entered for each inflow or outflow should not include VAT. 
VAT is included in the totals. As a result, inflow and outflow values can be 
linked from other source tabs (in VAT exclusive form) to reduce possible er-
rors resulting from manual data entry (refer to 2.7, B on how to link data) 
5. The tool gets data of common inflows and outflows from other tabs. For ex-
ample, Total Inventory Sales and Total Consignment Sales (figure 15), origi-
nate form Sales Budget tab. 
6. Remember to consider anticipated timing of collections (inflows) and pay-
ments (outflows) when entering data in this tab. For example: 
a. Sales in Figure 33 are retail sales where payment is considered to be 
instant (sales revenue of one month would be collected in the same 
month). Therefore, the user can link January total inventory sales (cell 
D40) in Sales budget tab to cell E8 (total inventory sales collection for 
January. 
 
 
 
 
C VAT tab (Table 11) 
  
Select last row with content 
Figure 33. Sample collection and payments tab (table 10) 
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1. VAT table (figure 16) allows the user to budget for VAT obligations in order 
to estimate cash budget outflows, and possibly inflows resulting from sales 
tax. 
2. No input is required. Embedded formulas will populate monthly VAT figures 
once the user completes preparation of cash collection and payment budget 
(Cash Collections Payments tab)  
3. The tool calculates VAT element for each VAT category in both collections 
(Output VAT) and payments (Input VAT) 
4. Three VAT categories (General rate 24%, Reduced rate 14%, and Reduced 
rate 10%) are used in payment section (Input VAT) 
5. General rate 24% is the only category used in collection section (Output 
VAT) because all products are sold at 24% VAT rate 
6. The tool transfers the resulting VAT payable and receivable values into the 
combined cash budget through embedded formulas. 
 
Figure 34. Sample VAT tab (table 11) 
 
D Combined Cash Budget tab (Table 12) 
  
1. It is a combination of data from Cash Collection Payment tab, and VAT tab 
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2. The user is required to enter opening balance (Cash Balance beginning), 
which is the cash amount that the business will use to start operations. Fig-
ure 17 shows cash (capital) worth € 2,000 
3. Monthly budgeted cash collections (from sales) would be added to the open-
ing balance to obtain cash balance available for paying out obligations (Total 
cash available) 
4. The tool calculates monthly budgeted ending cash balance by subtracting 
due monthly obligations (Total disbursement) from available cash (Total 
cash available) 
 
Figure 35. Sample Combined Cash Budget (table 12) 
 
5. By observing the ending balance, the user can make financing decisions 
where necessary, to fund bank account in order to maintain the required bal-
ance.  
6. The tool allows the user to factor in additional capital from different sources, 
and their related repayment obligations as detailed below (refer to figure 17): 
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a. Cash value from owner’s reserve should be entered in Owner deposits 
(small loan)  
b. Cash value from financial institutions should be entered in Borrowing 
c. Repayments resulting from borrowing should be entered in Repayment, 
in due month 
d. Expenses resulting from financing (step 6b) should be entered in Inter-
est payment, in due month 
7. If the user would like to have a minimum cash balance in account, they can 
indicate that value in Minimum cash balance field, and review funding deci-
sions should the ending balance (Total ending cash balance) go below the 
required minimum cash balance.  
 
 
E Balance Sheet tab (Table 13) 
  
1. The tab shows potential financial position of the business (as per budget) 
2. For ease of use, some common balance sheet items have already been 
added as per figure 18. However, the user may add rows if additional items 
are required.  
3. 01-Jan column shows financial position before commencing business. At 
this point, the user would indicate the amount of cash in hand and/or bank 
(cash available for business) as current asset in the pink cell (figure 18). The 
user will have already indicated same amount in combined cash budget as 
Cash balance beginning (figure 17) 
4. The user then indicates source of the cash in hand, whether it is from a loan 
(short term or long-term loan) or own resources (capital) by appropriately en-
tering values in each pink cell in 01-Jan column. The example in figure 18 
shows that the business had cash in hand of € 2,000 as capital (no loans 
taken).  
5. Total Assets sums up Total current assets and Total non-current assets (fig-
ure 18) 
Note: the tool does not use minimum cash balance in any cal-
culation. It is purely for reference (the user is expected to 
conduct visual comparison between Total ending cash 
balance and Minimum cash balance (step 7) 
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6. Total Liabilities and Equity sums up Total current liabilities, and Total non-
current liability, and Total equity (figure 18) 
 
 
Figure 36. Sample balance sheet (table 13) 
 
7. The purple and grey cells are control cells that check if the asset side of the 
balance sheet balances with the equity and liability side (as per the account-
ing equation: asset = liability + equity)  
8. If balance sheet is not balancing, the purple cell will change into red colour, 
showing the cumulative differing amount that can be traced to specific month 
(s) by observing if there is any figure displayed in grey cells below Total lia-
bility and Equity row 
9. The tool automatically populates data for the following fields (from 31-Jan to 
Dec of second year of budget): 
a. Cash from source: Total ending cash balance field (Combined Cash 
Budget tab, figure 17) 
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b. Inventory from source: Ending inventory field (COGS, Inventory + Pur-
chases tab, figure 10) 
c. VAT payable and VAT receivable form source: VAT payable/(receiva-
ble) field (VAT tab, figure 16) 
d. Fixed asset from source: Capital expenditure field (Capital Expenditure 
tab, figure 14) 
e. Accumulated depreciation from source: Accumulated depreciation field 
(Derive Depreciation tab, figure 11) 
f. Retained earnings from source: Ending balance field in retained earn-
ings summary (Income Statement tab, figure 13) 
10. The user should manually input values in the other balance sheet items as 
per budget, for example, prepaid and or accrued taxes should be inserted 
after calculating net asset value (without tax data in the balance sheet). 
 
 
 
F Income Tax Calculation (Table 14-15) 
 
 
Follow steps below to estimate income tax (table 14) for first and second year of 
budget: 
1. Insert total value of payroll in Ref No. 1  
2. Insert estimated gross salary from part time employment in Ref No. 2 
3. Taxable income is automatically populated from Income Statement tab 
4. Insert total asset value in Ref No. 4 as per balance sheet, before any consid-
eration is given to prepaid income tax (no tax element in income statement, 
cash budget, or balance sheet). 
5. Insert total liabilities value in Ref No. 5 as per balance sheet, before any 
consideration is given to prepaid income tax (no tax element in income 
statement, cash budget, or balance sheet). Ensure that the value inserted is 
preceded by a negative sign to allow its subtraction from total assets. 
6. Net asset (Ref No. 6) is automatically populated due to step 4 and 5 
Note: by default, capital value shown in the tool (in all 
months) is the initial the amount of share capital in-
jected into the business (in 01-Jan column). How-
ever, the user may manually change the values if 
there is additional capital injected into the business 
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7. As per Finnish tax regulation, 30 percent of total payroll is populated using 
data in Ref No. 1  
8. Value of Basis for capital income portion is automatically calculated using 
embedded formula, which sums the values from step 6 and 7 
9. Capital income portion is a portion of taxable income from which capital tax 
is charged. The capital income portion can be either 20 % or 10% of the 
value of Basis for capital income portion (Ref No. 8). In Ref No. 9, capital in-
come portion is calculated automatically as 20% of the basis for capital in-
come portion 
10. Earned income portion (Ref No. 10) is automatically calculated by subtract-
ing the capital income portion from taxable income portion 
 
 
Figure 37. Part of a income tax calculation (table 14) 
 
11. The user should utilize an online tax calculator to estimate applicable pro-
gressive rate (Ref No. 11, 18 and 22) based on earned income from employ-
ment and from business. Earned income from business (Ref No. 10, 17 and 
23) is the value derived in step 10 
12. Go to tax administration website for individual tax payers and select tax cal-
culator, select the current year’s tax calculator and follow steps below: 
a. Enter personal data on the first page (Figure 38) and click on continue 
button at the bottom of the page 
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Figure 38. Sample personal data (first page - online tax calculator) 
 
b. Insert estimated annual gross in column estimated annual gross income 
and in column Gross income from January 1st (figure 21) 
 
 
 
 
c. Insert value of earned income from business in field Earned income 
subject to advance tax (Figure 39). For example, 9 637 (Ref No. 10) 
earned income portion for first year is inserted. Click calculate button at 
the bottom of the page 
 
 
Figure 40. sample of total tax used to calculate progressive tax rate 
 
d. Tax calculations will be displayed on the third page of the tax calculator. 
Copy the tax estimate value in field: Total taxes and tax-like charges for 
the year (figure 22), and insert it in table 15 (figure 23) in column C or E 
Figure 39. Sample salary estimate and earned income from business 
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(pink columns) depending on whether first year’s or second year’s 
earned income tax. Example, 5 584.30 from figure 22 is inserted in col-
umn C 
e. Progressive tax rates (figure 23) will be calculated automatically once 
earned income tax values from tax calculator are inserted in columns C 
and E. The progressive tax rate cells in table 15 (figure 23, yellow col-
umns) are linked to table 14 (figure 22, income tax calculation table, yel-
low cells) in Ref No. 11, 18 and 22 
 
 
Figure 41. Total tax from calculator is inserted in column C and F (table 15) 
 
13. Capital income tax for business (Ref No. 12) is automatically calculated us-
ing a flat rate of 30% for amount up to € 30 000 and 33% for amount ex-
ceeding € 30 000 (as per tax administration office’s directive). The user 
should re-calculate the rate should they make any changes to the budget 
that would affect budgeted income/ loss in budgeted income statement. 
14. Earned income tax for business (Ref No. 13) is also calculated automatically 
using progressive rate from table 15 linked to table 14 
15. Tax information for the remaining options (10% as basis for capital income 
portion, and entire income as earned income) will be populated automati-
cally once progressive tax rates for both budget years are populated. 
16. Favourable tax is automatically calculated and displayed in green field at the 
end of table 14. It is obtained by comparing between 20 percent, 10 percent, 
and 0 percent methods and selecting the lowest tax value (favourable). The 
user should apply the most favourable tax (smallest of the three options) to 
the respective year in income statement, in cell AA17 (first year) and AW17 
(second year) as negative figures.) 
17. The user should then incorporate the tax payment plan in the collections and 
payments tab (factor in anticipated timing of tax payment, 3 or 6 instalments) 
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18. If the payment plan will result in prepaid tax and/or tax accrual, then the user 
should incorporate them (prepaid taxes and tax accruals in the balance 
sheet as asset and liability respectively). 
 
 
 
2.6 Sensitivity Analysis sub-tool (Section 6) 
A Promotion Analysis (Table 16) 
  
1. The user can analyse impact of promotional decisions on profitability, by 
comparing projections that factor promotion against those that do not. The 
user can then evaluate the resulting variance and make an informed deci-
sion on promotion strategy. 
2. This is accomplished by conducting what-if-scenarios on a set of promotion 
decisions (example; price reduction, with estimated volume increase)  
3. To accomplish that, the user should 
a. decide the period in which promotion decisions should be implemented 
b. estimate sales volume that would likely be achieved due to price reduc-
tion, for example, an estimation of 15% deduction in price (January of 
second year), which is expected to yield between 40-55% growth in 
sales volume 
Note: Income tax for self-employed persons (private traders) can be calcu-
lated and paid in form of capital income tax and earned income tax, or in 
form of earned income tax only. This choice is at the discretion of the 
self-employed person. Hence the reason why it is recommended to se-
lect the option that results in less tax burden (favourable option). Finan-
cial information of previous year should be used in calculating net asset. 
However, for new businesses (first year of business), financial infor-
mation of the same year of foundation (as of the last day of the year) 
would be used instead. It is recommended for the user to incorporate all 
relevant items in balance sheet before commencing incorporation of in-
come tax (in form of prepaid or accrual) 
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4. The user can analyse impact of those decisions by changing Unit Sales and 
Sales Price in the Promotion Analysis tab for each product using one of the 
methods described below: 
a. First method (If the user has few list of products):  
i. Make a copy of the Promotion Analysis tab to allow repeated analysis 
(right click tab: Promotion Analysis > select: Move or Copy > Alt + C 
> OK) 
ii. On the copied sheet, select the desired month for promotion activities 
(example: January of second year) 
iii. Under Change column (in January of the second year), change the Unit 
sales and Sales price for each product to reflect the above decisions 
(example; 55% sales volume increase at 15% price decrease).  
iv. Study the variance in Total Contribution Margin and Operating Income 
(Loss) for the month and for the year (figure 26). 
b. Second method (if the user has many products): the method allows the 
user to easily make changes that control pricing, product units, and/or 
additional costs from a single source (tab): 
i. Make a copy of the entire budget tool (File > Save As > choose loca-
tion & assign file name > OK.  
ii. On copied tool, select Projections tab and change Product Units in Ta-
ble 1 for each product line in the month considered for promotion (Janu-
ary, second year) to reflect the decision (55% increase) as seen in fig-
ure 24 
 
 
Figure 42. Increase unit sales (table 1) 
 
iii. Change Mark-up field to zero in table 2 (figure 25) 
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iv. Then enter promotional sales price (with 15% decrease) in column Man-
ual Input, for all products involved in promotion. A new Cost of Goods 
Sold value will be reflected under Cost of Goods Sold (% of sales price ) 
- Manual Input field (figure 25) 
v. Open the original budget tool, Make a copy of the Promotion Analysis 
tab to allow repeated analysis (right click Promotion Analysis tab > 
Move or Copy > Alt + C > OK).  
vi. Go to the copy of the budget in which promotion changes were done, 
and select Promotion Analysis tab 
vii. Go to January (second year) and Select column: Change > right click 
> copy  
viii. Go to the copy of Promotion Analysis tab (step v) of original budget tool 
in January (second year) and replace the values in Change column with 
the copied ones (Select column: Change > right click > paste spe-
cial: values) 
 
 
Figure 43. Price and mark-up changes (table 2) 
 
ix. Study the variance in Total Contribution Margin and Operating Income 
(Loss) for the month and for the year (figure 26) 
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Figure 44. Promotional analysis (table 13). 
 
5. In example above (figure 26), if the price decrease of 15% yields a 55% 
growth in sales volume, then the business can achieve a positive variance 
(from budgeted figures) of 1% and 2% for Total contribution margin and Op-
erating Income  
6. Repeat steps in first or second method to create promotion scenarios for 
other months as needed.  
 
B Cost Volume Profit Analysis (Table 17-21) 
  
1. The tab enables the user to conduct other types of what-if-scenarios.  
2. The user can test the impact of changing levels of unit cost, unit sales, sales 
price, and total fixed costs on profitability and break-even sales points. Each 
table (Table 17-20) deals with variation of one primary element (unit sales, 
 
Note: before analysis, the Bdgt (budget) and Change columns always contain 
budget figures (meaning, there is no variance). The tool indicates fa-
vourable and unfavourable variances by letters F and U in the F or U 
column. The colour also changes from yellow to green or red depending 
on whether the outcome is favourable or unfavourable respectively. Fig-
ure 26 shows a single product for illustration purposes. 
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sales price, total fixed costs, or unit cost). This allows the user to evaluate 
impact of all four variants without having to delete or copy information some-
where else in order to free space for running another scenario. 
3. To run a scenario where only a single element changes; select the table 
where that particular element has a pink coloured cell (in Change (%) col-
umn) as per figure 27 below, and enter an increase or decrease in percent-
age using positive or negative numbers. 
4. The user can run a scenario where more than one element changes, using 
any of the four tables (table 17-20) as per figure 27.  
5. The variants (elements whose values are changed for analysis) control val-
ues in Change column under each product, which in turn produces variance 
in Variance columns (Amount, F or U and %) as per figure 27 
6. The user can analyse the change impact on contribution margin, operating 
income, Break-even point, and Margin of safety resulting from variances be-
tween budget and change data (refer to figure 27) by changing the four vari-
ants. 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 45. Sensitivity analysis (changing levels of sales units, sales price, 
and total fixed costs) 
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7. Table 21 (figure 23) enables the user to find out sales levels required to 
achieve different profit targets. 
8. The user can enter specific values of Total Fixed Costs and Weighted Aver-
age Contribution Margin Ratio (in Manual Input fields) to calculate Sales lev-
els at specific profit targets. 
9. Otherwise, the tool uses budgeted Total Fixed Costs and Weighted Average 
Contribution Margin Ratio to determine sales levels at different profit targets 
as seen in figure 28 below.  
10. The user can also utilize this table to find out break-even sales by setting 
profit target to zero 
. 
 
Figure 46. Sales levels at different target profits (table 21) 
 
 
 
 
Note: The user should ensure that the Manual Input fields are set to “0” in or-
der to allow the tool to use budgeted figures (Total Fixed Costs and 
Weighted Average Contribution Margin Ratio (WACMR)) in calculating 
break-even sales for different profit targets. 
Note: The user should enter values in cells that have double-lined bor-
ders, and are pink or grey in colour. Additionally, percentage 
changes are applied uniformly across all product lines (example, if 
price change of negative 10 percent is entered, all product prices 
will be decreased by 10%). Green and Red colours indicate favour-
able (F) and unfavourable (U) variances respectively. 
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2.7 Tips (Section 7) 
A How to copy a formula that references more than one tab (work sheet) 
 
 
 
 
1. Above (figure 29), is sample data from Projections and Sales Budget tabs. 
Formula in Sales Budget sheet, cell E10 (Sales unit) is ='Projections '!D9, 
which refers to sales unit for Accessory A in Projections sheet 
2. To copy sales unit formula from Accessory A ( cell E10) to Product W (cell 
E15): 
a. Cell E10: select>right click>copy 
b. Cell E 15: select>right click>paste 
3. Cell E15 will display formula:  ='Projections '!14 (due to relative referencing 
feature in excel) 
4. As seen above (figure 294), cell D14 in sheet Projections ('Projections '!D14) 
refers to units sales for Product x, instead of Product w 
5. To maintain correct referencing, the user needs to amend the reference in 
the formular from "='Projections '!D14" to "='Projections '!D13" (from sales 
units of Product x to Product w) by changing the last digit from 4 to 3. In 
summary, to ensure correct referencing in formulas, the user may be 
required to amend cell reference within the copied formula. Therefore it is 
imperative for the user to navigate to source cell to confirm that a correct cell 
is being referenced by the copied formula and where necessary, make 
changes to the column reference (e.g. A) and/or row reference (e.g 18) 
within the cell reference (e.g. A18) 
 
Figure 47. Editing formula containing relative referencing 
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B How to link cells 
  
To link one cell to another; for example, linking cell A1 to Cell A3, follow these 
steps: 
1. Select cell which you would want to display data of another cell (A1) 
2. Type equal sign (=) 
3. Select the cell with source data (A3) 
Any changes to A3 will be displayed in A1. This technique has been used to link 
asset items in Depreciation into Capital expenditure sheet 
 
C How to copy formula to cell(s) in new rows 
  
1. To copy formula of a single cell to new cell(s) right below 
a. Select cell: with formula > place cursor on bottom right corner of cell > 
left click & hold > drag down  
2. To copy formula of a group of cells in a row to new cells right below 
a. Select left most cell: with formula > shift + right arrow to select all 
cells on its’ right > place cursor on bottom right corner of the last cell 
on the right > left click & hold > drag down  
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Appendices 
Appendix 1. Logic of the User Guide and Budgeting tool 
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